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(From office of county sup't.).
The county eighth grade students are taking the last of the
state examinations this week.
There is much interest among
the students as to who will win
first honors in the county. Last
year the highest honors went to
Miss Kathryn Wells of Clovis.

Donation

ia now under splendid headway
and rehearsals are being held
nightly perfecting the players
who are participating in this big
event. Movie slides of the play-er- a
as they will look when you
see them May 20th, are now being niada at Robinson's Studio
and Will be shown at the LyceThe elabo
um in a few days.
rate programs for "Ferguson of
Troy" are now ready for the
press' Tickets to the play are
going fast, so get yours before
they are all gone, and watch for
the big window display cards,
which the directors have pre'
pared and on which may be seen
acts from the play.

From Paul Coldren
to make the propo
In
order
,
sition n little more interesting
for the rural pupils, Mr. P. A,
Coldren has just donated $50.00
in cash to go to the rural pupil
making the highest grade in the
county. He explains that the
money is to be used to enable
said pupil to attend Clovis High
School another year Mr. Col Grapples Pit Bar
dren originated this idea him
and Burns Hand
self and is certainly to be con
Toal mage Rose, who is fireman
gratulated for the plan suggest at the S. F. power house, is suf
ed and for the generosity on his fering from a badly burnt hand
part His letter is given below. It seems that during the noon
Eighth Grade
hour a relief fireman had used
Graduation Exercises the Pit bar and had left the hot
Mr. Rose
Graduation exercises will be portion foremost.
held at the Methodist Church at grappled the bar in the usual
Clovis Saturday afternoon, one manner but the intense heat
clock, May 15th. rendered the muscles inate and
to three
Mrs. Culberson ot Portales will he was unable to release his
deliver an address in connection crip. It is not thought that he
will lose the use of his hand.
with this program.

County Track meet

Target Report
Immediately following
regular
first'
New
Mexico National Guard
the
program,
above
county scholastic track meet of New Mexico, 1914. from the
will be held at the Ball Park. Adj. Genera', Santa Fe.
--Jnission free and all invited
Co. E. Santa Fe 1st prize $25.
Co. K. Clovis, 2nd. prize $15.
to attend. 2:30 to 5:30.
Captain
F. C. Dlumlein 1st Inf.
Tkachkk!' Association
in field shooting, 2nd
1st
prize
The Curry County Teachers'
shooting.
ie
Rifle
prize
Association will be held Friday
Rifle Club had the
Clovis
The
afternoon, Friday evening and
repaired and will
range
target
May
morning,
Saturday
shooting
about the
commence
An interesting program and
Any
15th.
wants to
who
man
good attendance is expected.
become a member of the Rifle
Letter From Coldren
Club, should see the Secretary.
"Mr. L. C. Mersfelder.
We expect to send off for a shipCounty Sup't. of Schools,
ment of Government Rifles and
Clovis. N. M.
ammunition about May 16th.
Dear Sir:
F. C. Blumlein, Sec'y.
As per our conversation
last night. I am enclosing here- School House For Sale.
with a check for $50.00. This
May 15th 1915, at 10 a. m- money is for the rural pupil
Rocky School House, situated
making the highest examination
miles
north of Texico on the
5
You
to
county.
are
grade in the
have charge of said fund which SW. 4, Sec. 22 Tp. 3N. R 37 E.
is to be usi?d to help pay exThis is for sale to the highest
penses for this pupil in attend- bidder and we reserve the right
ing Clovis High School another
to reject any or all bids.
year.
J. E. Bingham.
as
you
check
this
I am giving
F. E. Lovett,
a fund In memory of my mother,
Monroe Lee,
Mrs. Mary O. Coldren.
Board of Trustees.
Yours very truly,
4t
Paul A. Coldren."
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CURRY COUNTY, NEW MEXICO. MAY

The following item clipped
from the Santa Fe New Mexican
will be of interest to many of
the News readers:!
"Sheriff J. F. Ward of Quay
county Saturday brought Hugh
Swift, former president a the
First State Bank of Tucumcari,
convicted of irregularities in the
bank, to the slate penitentiary
to serve a term of one to one
and a half years. Three other
prisoners arrived with him:
Edward Patton, Walter Simpson
and Edward iCruz."
Jur. swirt s job in the pen
has not yet been determined but
it is likely he will be assigned to
clerical work."

Curry Teachers to

'

Meet in Clovis Soon
Santa Fe, May 3. The Curry
County Terchera' association will
hold its meeting at Clovis on
May 14 and 15. Superintendent
of Public Institution. Alvan N.
White, appears on the program
to address the association on
May 15.
The county eighth
grade exercises will be held in
afternoon of the second day in
the Clovis Methodist church.
Miss Maude Hancock will have
charge of the program and Mrs.
S. F. Culberson, superintendent
for Roosevelt county, will ad
dress the graduates as well as
deliver the certificates.
After
the graduation exercises the
Curry county scholastic track
meet will take place at the ball
park.
1

Fourth of July Celebration
There is a movement on foot
to celebrate the 4th of July in
Clovis this year in a manner befitting the occasion.
In recent years many people
have gone to nearby towns to
independence
day.
celebrate
while Clovis remained as quiet
and peaceable as a tomb. Let
the eagle scream, the cannon
roar and the rocket soar i n
Clovis this year.

Barn Burned
The SDlenud barn belonging
to E. E. Fitzhugh, 'located on
North Park Addition, was burn
ed to the ground, Tuesday evening. The property was partially
nsured. The residence on the
same eite burned last year. The
origan of the fire is unknown.

7. 1915

Local and Personal
The Stork visited the home of
M. Farris, north of Blacktower,
Monday night and left a bouncing baby boy.
Prof. A. R. Seder, of the City
made an interesting
talk at the Methodist Church,
Sunday morning.
Schools,

Stock. Rock, Crazy Eyes and
Salt for sale at the Model
Grocery.
Ben O. Singleterry, a progressive farmer living north, of
Texico, was in Clovis Tuesday,
ana contributed to the spring
pullet column.
No. 2

E. F. Reynolds, Special Officer
for the Santa Fe at Vaughn, was
here the first of the week, visiting his family, who reside on
North Lane Street.
Messrs Bishop and Torrance,
representing the Case Threshing
machine Company, were in the
city calling on their local representative, A. L Gurley, Satur
day.
Farr Herring, state agent for
the Maxwell car, was in town
soliciting purchasers Tuesday.
The Maxwell is one of the best
cars on the market lor the
money.

Dr. R. Duncan, the North
Street Dentist, has pur
chased the handsome residence
recently vacated by W. J. Stewart and family, on the corner of
Monroe Ave. and Pile St.
Mr.- and Mrs. W. E. Copeland,
who are now residing on their
claim near Portales, visited with
their children here, last week.
They were accompanied b y
Carlos Townsend.
Mrs. E. W. Tucker and sister,
Miss Delia Clark, went to Ama-rillthe first of the week. Mrs.
Tucker expects to return in a
day or so, while Miss Clark will
visit in Oklahoma and Kansas.
Two men, employed at the
shops, a machinest and his helper, were seriously hurt Tuesday,
by a bar of the engine, on which
they were working, hitting them
across the chest. The helper,
who goes b y the name o f
Brownie, sustained a crushed
chest and broken arm. He was
to have been married the 29th
of this month to a young lady in
Topeka, Kansas. Both parties
were taken to the Topeka Hospital Wednesday, for treatment
at that place.
Main
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J. E. A. Turner, who has been
Mrs. J. E. Cunen returned
at the hospital for sometime Tuesday from a month's visit
past, died Saturday. His body with relatives ncwr
Laniard,
ill

was prepared for burial by Kansas.
Johnson Bros. Undertakers and
Mrs. W. E. Carroon ia quite ill
sent to his home in Pamoa.
at
her home, suffering with
Texas.
heart
trouble. It is thought
"Windy-- ' Davis, R. E. and that
she will be compelled to
R. W. Boucher, of the Field seek a lower
altitude.
neighborhood, were Clovis visi
Mrs.
Tom
Johnson,
of Cs
tors Saturday. They say that
arrived
Clovis
in
Wednesthere is much wheat planted in
day morning on her way to
that section of the country and
that it is now high enoueh in Chicago, .and is the guest of
Mrs. J. H. Tate while in the
places to hide a jackrabbit.
city.
Miss Una Barnett left SaturTom Reagan returned
day for Missouri on account of
last
week
from Sierra Blanca, Texas,
the illness of her mother. Her
place as teacher in the public where he purchased several hunschool was filled by Mrs. Bundy. dred head of cattle which he
Mrs. Bundy's place was filled by brought to Curry coutny.
Mrs. Ambrose.
No, 1 "The Guaranty Fund
Bank
of Farwetl. is in position
Roy Robinson, son of Prof. E.
H. Robinson, arrived recently to make some cattle loans, any
from Ohio. He is suffering from size you want if the collaterals
injuries sustained by falling out good."
of a three story window, while
W. H. Land and wife, of Fort
walking in his sleep, resulting Sumner, were in
the city bein the breaking of his back and tween
trains Tuesday en route
arm. He is improving rapidly,
home from Kansas City. Mr.
i
Friends of Rev. Marston will Land is a banker and cattle
be surprised to learn of his speculator.
marriage to his sister-in-laDunn and Harrison, of
Miss Emily Shurley at Sanger.
Texa9, have several hun
Texas. Rev. Marston ia doing dred head of heifers and cows
Missionary work i n Arizona for sale for cash or on credit.
along the Mexican border. He The best stuff in the country and
had charge of the M. E. Church you better see it before buying.
of this city last year.
E. W. Vaughan. of Mukoaree
Dick Cosh, who was among Oklahoma, has leas ?d the Planthose to receive the Reduction in ing Mill from Mrs. J. S. Marsh
Force treatment by the Santa and will be in town on or about
Fe, has accepted a position with the 10th. Mr. Vaughan is an
the Southwestern Drug Store. experienced Planing Mill man.
Dick is a splendid boy and his He is a brother-in-laof A. J.
many Clovis friends are glad to Osborne of this city.
know that he has decided to reThe Hereford and Clovis Base
main in Clovis.
Ball teams crossed bats on the
A number of the ladies of the local diamond i n North Park
M. E. Church will spend SaturAddition Saturday and Sunday.
day in Texico t o attend the Despite the wind they gave a
Missionary Day Meeting at that good exhibition of the national
place. Among those who con- game. The score Saturday was .
template attending the meeting 7 to 8 in favor of Clovis. and on
are, Mesdames Rice, Jernigan, Sunday 9 to 2 in favor of Clovis.
Childers and Bayless.
Goodnight,
Texas. College
274 filings in Quay County be- Team, which is considered the
tween March 15th and April 1st best ball tossers in the upper
is the record at the Tucumcari Panhandle, defeated the Clovis
Land Office, and that record is Nine, Wednesday by a score of
probably exceeded by the entries 9 to 14. Neither aids scored up
in Curry County i n the Fort to the 4th inning and the game
Sumner Land District during was practically a tie until the
the same period of time. What 6th inning. After the Gth inlittle public domain that yet re- ning the luck was with the visimains in this county will be tors, who scored repeated. More
entered within a short time, and interest is being taken in Clovis
those desiring filings will be in base ball this season than for
many season s past.
compelled to relinquish.
rla-ba- d,

Far-wel- l.
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& Abstract Co.

C. C. BAKER.

Tucumcari Banker
Curry County School Notes The Elk's Big Hay
Goes to Penitentiary
Troy"
"Ferguson
of
of Interest
V

$50.00
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'HATEVER is correct in choice Outfitting finds place here. We've fresh, exclusive
novelties gathered
from the products of Makers with a reputation. Neckwear.
j
with the bright hues of the Spring season! New Shirts, new Gloves, Hosiery, Underwear,
Pajamas, Bath Robes, etc. It is impossible to mention all the furnishings we have in
stock for the comfort and adornment of Men and Boys who would be
m
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WELL AND COMFORTABLY

DRESSED

See our $1.00 and $2.50 Shirts.
See our 50c and 75c Neckwear.
See our 25c and 50c Hosiery.
,

Mandell Clothing and Dry Goods Gompany.
I

nk link
your

"THE STORE OF QUALITY"
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THE CL0VL3 NEWS

Story

of
the Blood
Red Rose
By

Kathlyn Williams

Jon to Join tby lover.
But, mark
thee, not until after thy lover's soul
shall have left his body and his bones
are picked by the rats."
Godlva shuddered but made naught
of reply. And the king with
last
shrug of contempt for the girl who had
dared defy bis kingly win, mounted
the steps tbat led to the secret chamber.
Godlva now called softly down to
the sleeping prisoner at the bottom of
the well-likdungeon.
"Paulo, my Paulo!" she called.
"Awake!"
Paulo, thus called from sleep by the
voice he so loved, sat up and rubbed
his eyes. Then looked he aloft to
the Iron grating and saw lying thereon
his dear love robed all in white.
"Godlva, my Godlva!" he called.
"How earnest thou In this place? Has
the king taken tbee captive T Oh, my
Godlva, better that thou wert In thy
e

Frjm th Photof)iy by
JAMES OLIVKft
CURWOOD

With niuitratlont from tht Proth 8li Polysrapt Ce,
duction
icBtaiiiuiiiiiW'iaiiimiiaiiiraiiiiimiiiiiiiiiffliiiiiiiurnnflnLj
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CHAPTER VII

Continued.

Sancha bowed himself from the
queen i chamber and hastened to the
He
lower region of the palace.
reached the room over the death dun
geon. wherein was the Iron grating
through which he peered down and
aaw Paulo, the doomed prisoner, lying
asleep on the floor of the oubliette.
Sancha then mounted the atone step
of which the queen bad spoken. At
the top he found the door her maj
esty had described. Sancha opened
this door and stood within the se
cret chamber The king and Godlva
bad, up to this time, not yet entered.
And Sancha concealed himself behind
the curtains at the side of the couch
and waited.
It was soon after the chamberlain
had thus secreted his person In the
secret chamber that the king and Go
dlva entered as already described.
And now. maddened by the girl's
scorn of his kingly attentions, the
monarch of I'rania seized her roughly
and smothered her face with kisses
the maiden struggling desperately In
his arms. And Sancha. behind the
curtains, toyed with his stiletto and
awaited the opportunity to execute
the queen's will.
"Presently." he thought, "the king
will leave the girl to her own devices
Exhaustion will speedily bring sleep
to her even And then then. I, San
cha, will silently steal upon her and
she will nevermore awake."
CHAPTER VIII.
The White Rose.
But now. In the secret chamber, the
unexpected happened unexpected, at
lennt. m Sanchu's reckoning. For the
king. Instead of tiring of fJodlva'a re
calcitrant wavs and leaving her till a
time more propitious for his purpose,
made srlll further desperate love. And
again the struggle was on. Forth and
back across the chamber they fought,
the girt Hunting not to live, but to
die; for ever and anon she would
make a desperate lunge with Intent to
seize the dagger which the fclng wore
In a short scabbard dangling from
his leathern belt. But ever and anon
the king would frustrate the gitl's
tragic design, till finally his majesty
caught the dagger from its scabbard
and hurled It far beyond the maiden's
reach.
Then came a further unexpected
happening. The king. In rage, opened
the door that revealed the stone
steps leading down to the room that
was over the palace dungeon. And
through this door the king dragged
Godlva
Sanclia. concealed behind the curtains, perceived that now indeed all
opportunity to assassinate the girl was
gone.
He rushed from his place of
concealment and pressed the secret
spring that opened the panel In the
wall. Through this aperture Sancha
stepped into the king's apartmem,
dosing the painting behind him.
Then through the palace corridors
Sancha hurried till he came to the
door of the queen's own apartment.
This he entered very cautiously.
The queen was pacing the floor In
eager expectation.
trophy!"
she
demanded.
"The
"Where, again I ask you. Sancha,
where is the bleeding heart?"
"Ala!" replied Sancha, "this night
we are doomed to be the victims of
many tricks of fate. Just as I was
ready and waiting to do your bidding,
your majesty, the king tore the girl
from the secret chamber and thrust
her down Into the room that is orer
the donjon. What his majesty's purpose can be. who can say? Mayhap
he intends thrusting the girl down
Into the oubliette to suffer the fate
of her lover, the peasant huntsman,
Paulo."
"So thou bast failed again, Sancha,"
said the queen with fine scorn. "Fool!
I will kill her myself."
And with that she snatched the stiletto from the belt of Sancha and
swept from Uie chamber.
In the room above the dungeon the
king and Godiva were holding final
parley. Said bis majesty:
"Here, sorceress of hell, who hast
riven the king with passion for thee,
shalt thou remain till tby spirit breaks
and thy will disintegrates and becomes as a supple twig that will bend
In my bauds. "
And he flung her upon the iron grating that looked down into the dungeon.
And there she lay Inert.

grave!"

"List, my Paulo," Godlva said. "And
look!"
She produced from her bosom the
vial containing the potion given to
her by Hagar the witch.
"Canst see what my hand displays
to thee, my Paulo?" she asked. " 'Tie
a potion of which I am about to partake. For escape from the king there

da

d'V'wtls... ......

"Fool I

I

m

Will Kill Her Myself."

is none. Hagar the witch gave to me
this magic potion that now will save
me from worse than death.
I have
but to swallow this powder and lo!
Paulo, then shall thou witness trans
formation that will please tbee, since
it will release me from the fate that
surely will overtake me should I remain in this place In mortal form.
Into a white rose I shall be changed.
And the rose, as Hagar said, will
never die. And thou surely thou wilt
And a way to escape at last from this
place. And then. In thy freedom, thou
must take the white rose which will
be my very self thou must take the
white rose, I say, speedily to Hagar
the witch and she will change the rose
back to Godiva, thy own love. For
Hagar alone has this power. And so.
my Paulo see! I will come to thee!"
With that Godlva emptied out the
contents of the vial into her hand.
And from her hand she partook of the
powder. And she swallowed the magic
potion and lay upon the Iron grating
still as death.
And then, behold! The form of Go- diva vanished and in its place a
white rose appeared and fell between
the Iron bars down Into the uplifted
and welcoming hands of Paulo, the
huntsman.

glimpse of Godlva. But no Godlva
her eyes behold.
The king and the chamberlain
joined her, both amazed and, for the
moment, speechless at the vanishment
of the lovely peasant girl.
"Where is Godiva?" the queen asked.
"Ay, where Is Godiva?" the king
echoed. He called through a door that
led to the corridor of the guards. "Enter, varlets!" he said. And when two
guards had entered, the king asked:
"Hast seen the maiden Godlva pass
thy door, varlets? If so, thou shalt
die here and now at the hands
of my executioner. I swear it"
"Nay, sire," the soldiers said. "The
door has been well guarded without
and we can swear, forsooth, that neither maiden nor angel nor devil could
escape from this place without our
knowledge."
"Then where Is Godlva?" the queen
repeated, deeply putzled.
They peered down into the dungeon
and saw that Paulo, the prisoner, was
alone. They saw not, however, that
Paulo at that moment hid within his
shirt a white rose, hid it with fingers
most tender against a heart throbbing
with love for that
white rose.
"Ay, 'tis a strange disappearance!"
the king said. "You, varlets, remain
here on guard, while others search
the palace. From moat to turret the
castle shall be searched, every nook
and cranny, till we drag forth the
hidden Godlva."
Thereupon the king mounted the
steps, and was followed by the queen
and Sancha the chamberlain.
And the
two soldiers remained on guard at
the Iron grating.
And time passed. Hour after hour
slipped by and still the guards remained alone in the. room with the
iron grating, till st last the guards
fell asleep and snored. And Paulo,
below, heard the snoring and was well
pleased.
."Now," he told himself, "is my
chance to gain my freedom.
I shall
escape now or die In the attempt!"
And securing a foothold In the crevices of the rock of which the walls
were formed and cllngholds elsewhere
for his clutching fingers, Paulo the
huntsman began ascending the wall,
lizardlike, toward the Iron grating
above.
did

self-sam- e

CHAPTER X.
The Blood Red Rose.
Inch by Inch Paulo climbed upward
till at last he reached the Iron grat
ins. How now to pass through this
locked barrier? How but with main
strength of arms long trained to feats
of strength? With all the brawn of
him be bent one bar to the right and
another to the left. And lo! now there
was space between these two bars
for the passing of the body of Paulo.
A moment later he emerged from
the grating and started for the door
of the corridor of the guards. But
Just then, unhappily for the two snor
ing guards, those
guards
awoke.
On Paulo they leaped.
Rut Paulo
was as skilled with fists as with
crossbow. Quickly he felled the soldiers both. And next instant Paulo
was groping his way .through the corridor of guards toward an open door
through which moonlight streamed
at the far end.
A few momenta later Paulo was flying like the wind through the royal
park. Over the king's wall he climbed,
and then sped away toward the forest
on his way to the cave of Hagar, where
the witch would take the white rose
self-sam- e

CHAPTER IX.

"Where Is Godlva?"
Meanwhile King Leofrlc
the secret chamber and passed through
the secret panel In the wall and entered his own apartment, where he
fluiig himself on a carved chair and
pondered morosely over the way of a
maid with a king.
And now into the apartment came
the Queen Dulclnea. The stiletto she
concealed under her mantle. And the
Are of jealousy burned In Iter eyes.
Sire," she said, confronting the
king, who was startled as at an apparition, "thou hast brought to this
castle, this night, a maid from the
forest. I would see her. For curiosity
consumes me. I would have sight of
one whom thou couldst for a moment
believe could take my place."
In a rage the king sprang up.
"Who hath betrayed the king?" he
cried.
Just then the cringing form of San
cha, the chamberlain, appeared.
"Thou, Sancha!
Was't thou be
trayed to the queen what has trans
pired this night?"
The Spirit Was Godlva.
Nay. sire." replied Sancha, trem
bling with awful fear at the king's and restore it to the human form of
wrath. " Twas not I, Twas some bis surpassing Godiva.
varlet of the castle who, perchance,
Juet at daybreak Paulo dashed into
saw ihe maiden entering to thy pres the cave of the witch.
ence.
"Hagar!" he cried, his eyes trying
'Stop!" commanded the proud to pierce the darkness. For Hagar's
queen.
It matters not whose was (W burned not and the darkness of
the betraying tongue. It Is sufficient purgatory filled the cave.
Paulo groped about and found Hathat I know, sire, of the maiden thou
Thou art a gar at last. But Hagar was dead.
bast concealed here.
Ay, Hagar the witch lay on the
wicked man, sire, as thou well know- est. And this maiden I intend shall floor of the cave, still in the death
escape thy clutches. For I, Dulclnea, that had overtaken her. And a cry
will help her to escape."
of mortal anguish welled from the
During this bold speech the queen stricken heart of Paalo the huntsman.
had been stealing closer and closer For who now could restore the rose
to the secret spring beside the secret to human form? Hagar alone pos"Look!" the klr.g said. "Down yon- painting. She now cautiously pressed, sessed the magic power of restorader, at the bottom of this well of the spring and the secret panel swung tion. And Hagar was dead.
death, lies thy lover. Paulo. Behold on Its pivot. The king sprang to InPaulo took the white rose from hi"
him lying within the shaft of moon- tercept, but was too late. The queen bosom and caressed it. and his hot
upon
hlru
light tbat strikes
from yonpassed through the panel and was tears fell upon It; and Paulo could feel
der tole in the wall behold thy lover. even now dsrtlpg to the door that his heart bleeding within him, and
power
witn death not opened on the steps that led down to he seemed like to suffocate with the
Godlva. til my
far away. See that thou dost quickly the room above the palace dungeon. grief that was overwhelming him.
become more tractable and that thou The king and Sancha followed.
Hour after hour Paulo remained beiviisentest to remain within the palDown the stone steps sped the side the witch, beseeching the stilled,
ace as my willing gueat else thou. queen, even to the room with the Iron form to awaken, telling himself it was
let down Into this don- - grating. And all about she looked for all only a dream and that Hagar was
490 (halt

AUTO THAT RUNS ON THE RAILS

only asleep and would presently awake
and give him back bis beloved Godlva.
But hour after hour the form of
Hagar the .witch remained In stillness
so awesome that Paulo at last arose
and left the cave forever.
That night, while the shepherds,
Biento and Maehere, assistants to
the sheep owner, watched their
flocks, a dark form loomed oear. It
was Paulo. He told them bis story
his story, too. of the white rose, and
bade them take the tale to Rivarre
the shepherd and his wife, the father
and mother of the lost Godiva. And
when Paulo had finished his narrative
the good shepherds bade him in alarm
'

thus:

"Fly Into the mountains. Paulo, thou
must. For wert thou to be seen on the
plains or in the forest by the king
or any of his men deatb would speedily overtake thee."
"Nay," responded Paulo. "Not to
the mountains will I fly. Right hero
on plain and in forest will I remain--till
all the king's men of today and
even the king himself, if that be possibleshall succumb to the bolts
from my crossbow.
And to achieve
my purpose, thou. Biento, and thou,
Maehere, without word to living soul
or to Virgin or yet to monk shall
bring to mc nightly aaraupply of arrows. And as a beginning thou shalt
tomorrow night bring me a crossbow
and a first quiver of arrows, each one
of which shall find the heart of a
king's man, till all those who shared
In robbing me forever of my Godiva
shall lie upon the ground in death.
I have sworn it, my friends
and so
shall it be."
A year passed. And In that time full
a score of the king's men perished
with shaft in his heart while hunting
In the forest. And once, even, a shaft
from a crossbow barely escaped the
heart of King Leofric.
And throughout Urania went forth
the report that in the forest dwelt a
wild man. Some had even seen him.
He was clothed In sheepskins about
his waist, and no garment other than
this covered his nakedness. And with
the crossbow he was past master,
greater In archery than even the most
expert ef the king's own archers.
All in the forest were safe, It
seemed, except Just alone the retainers of King Leofrlc. Thus the peas- ants had learned to have no fear of
the wild man. while the king's men
suffered torments of fear each time
they journeyed forth from the castle
Into the forest to hunt with King Leof- He.
And

so time passed, till the day
came when a year and a day had gone
forever a year and a duy from the
night on which Godiva became a white
rose. And all this time the white rose
was fastened about the breast of
Paulo the crossbowman, so that the
rose lay ever next bis heart.
And now, on this day that marked
the passing of a year and a day In the
life of the white rose, Paulo shot yet
again another bolt from his crossbow
and one of the king's men fell. And
alas for Paulo! One of the king's men
saw the wild man and let fly a shaft
from his crossbow. Straight to the
breast of Paulo sped the shaft and
Paulo lay upon the earth dying.
From the wound In the breast of
Paulo, the blood flowed out upon the
white rose that lay there and
it. And thus was born the first
red ro3e.
Paulo lay in death, clutching the
blood red rose. And a spirit came like
a wraith through the forest aisles,
straight to where Paulo lay dead. And
the spirit was Godiva.
And Paulo's own spirit came forth
from his body. And bis spirit joined
the spirit of Godlva.
And together the two spirits, now
joined in eternal happiness, vanished
Into the depths of the forest of Urania.
THE END.
crim-Bone- d

BRAIN

QUICKENED

BY

SNUFF

General von Moltke Found Stimulsr.t
Indispensable In ths Formation
of His Plans.
The great general. Count Moltke,
found tobacco indispensable.
He took
It In the form of snuff, and throughout
the three weeks' campaign which cul
minated in Sedan the assistance of
snuff' was necessary to the forming of
his plana.
Throughout the Prussian advance
he did nothing but take snuff, and at
the supreme moment,- when he beard
from the uhlans that Marshal Mac Ma-hon was marching northward. It is
recorded that be literally emptied his
snuffbox as he entered his tent to organize the movement which resulted
in the capture of the French monarch.
The methodical and comprehensive
manner of the German preparation
and conduct of the campaign is well
Illustrated by the fact that at the end
of the war Moltke was presented with
a bill, duly signed and countersigned
by officials, "For one pound of snuff
supplied to General von Moltke, one
thaler." Thus be was actually required to pay for his extravagance,
notwithstanding
the
memorable
achievement which It helped him in
effecting.

Touring Car Equipped With Steel Tires for Running en
Railroad Track.
These Tires Are Esslly Put On or Removed, So
That the Car Can Be Used Either for Railway or Highway Service.

Seven-Passeng- er

AUTO RUNS ON TRACK
CAN BE EASILY CONVERTED INTO
RAILROAD CAR.

One Is In Use for Inspection Pur
poses on a Leading Lins Steel
Tire Mad to Fit Over the
Pneumatic.
The latest feature in railroad in
spection cars la a flanged steel tire
that can be fitted securely over a
pneumatic tire, thus making an ordl
nary automobile suitable for running
on a railroad track, and a seven-pasenger touting car equipped In this
way Is already in use on one of the
leading American railroads. The steel
tire has the tread and flange of a
standard railroad tire, but Is provided
with a deep groove on the inner sur
face Into which the pneumatic tire
fits. The pneumatic tire is first partly deflated and the steel tire is slipped
over It, after which the pneumatic tire
Is Inflated until It comes to a firm
bearing In the groove of the steel
tire. With this arrangement, the
pneumatic tire serves its original purpose of absorbing the shock and vibration.
When operating on the railroad track the steering gear is locked
by clamping the steering knuckle,
with the wheels lined up for going
straight ahead. Popular Mechanics.
s
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LARGE
Greek

ORDER

FOR AMERICA

Government

Has Contracted

for Twenty of the Largest Type
of Locomotives.
Consul General Alexander W. Wed
dell, Athens, writes that a contract
has recently been closed between the
Greek government and ao American
company for the construction of 20
locomotives and tenders for the lines
of L Soctete des, Chemins de Fer
Hellenlques. The locomotives are expected to be In use by the end of
1915. The locomotives and fenders are
to cost $18,000 each f. o. b. steamer.
New York. They are to be of the
typo known as Mikado. Delivery of
the locomotives is to be made within
three months from the arrival at the
factory of the representatives of the
Greek government who are to overlook the construction and the deposit
of the negotiable notes at a New York
or London bank covering the cost
These negotiable notes, deposit of
which Is to be made at once, will be
delivered to the company on receipt
frcm It of the bills of lading covering
the shipment of the locomotives: they
are payable six months after date, and
bear interest at the rate of 6 per cent
per annum.
Provision is made In the contract of
sale for the settlement of any questions arising through the appointment
of arbitrators; the third member of
the arbitration board, in the event of
disagreement between the parties, la
to be the president of the Society of
Civil Engineers of London. The con
tract has been ratified by royal decree.

"ENGINEMEN

DIE FOR

DUTY"

Worthy Epitaph Suggestsd by the
Grand Secretary of Brotherhood.
"They died In performance of their
duty," Is the epitaph which could bo
placed over the graves of balf of tho
locomotive firemen on western railroads, according to A. W. Hawley,
grand secretary and treasurer of tho
Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen
and Knginemen. Hawley was testifying at the western wage arbitration
hearing.
"The actual percentage of firemen
who die in service." testified Hawley,
per cent
"Is 47 per cent.'
of the benefits paid by the brotherhood
since 1904 were for blinduess and amputation. In 1913 there were 30 amputations, of which 24 were due to
In the same year there
smashups.
were 2u cases of blindness. Ten were
the result of smashups. There wero
6,250 killed and disabled in 1913."
In
of W. Jett
Lauck, expert accountant, by Grand
Chief Engineer Stone on the matter
of productive efficiency and increased
wages, the witness said:
"After all has been said and done,
these western railroads have accumulated a credit of from 700 million dollars to one billion dollars, which has
been made possible by productive efficiency of the men not taking into
account watered stock, bonuses tc
shareholders or other high finance."
Fifty-seve-

n

WORKING FOR "SAFETY FIRST"
Official of Western

Railroad Employs
Phonograph to Impress the
,
Mexican Employees.

In furtherance of the "safety firsts
principle, the Atchison, Topeka ft Santa Fe Railroad company has equipped
its safety commissioner, Isaiah Hale,
with a
automobile so
fitted with removable tires is to per
mit of the machine being run on the
standnrd-gagtrack of the system.
With him in the automobile Mr. Hulecarries a phonograph and he operates
the car over those stretches of the
road In the far Southwest where great
numbers of the Mexican section
hands, track laborers and other em
ployees are regaled with a program of
phonographic selections. In this the
Spanish tango and Mexican song records predominate. Thus the swarthy
men from across the frontier are pre
pared for the nlnemlnute "safety
talk" In Spanish the Spanish of the
border which closes the Impromptu
"concert." This consists of a graphic
recital of the disaster which must attend the taking of chances on and
about the company's lines and property Whenever he finds that the Mexican "boys" have a phonograph In their
bunk cars, Mr. Hale leaves a set or
"tango" and song records, which Is
sure to Include one of the "safety-talks- ."
Scientific American.
r
Cars Coming.
Although no definite announcements
have been made aa yet, and probably
will not be made for a few weeks. It
is well known that several makers
contemplate bringing out a
r model next year. The significant
hint was given at an automobile dealers' dinner recently, In which It was
stated that "If the public demanded a
car" this company was
prepared to furnish It. The flexibility obtained with a
motor Is an Inducement to many
motorists to put up with many of Its
drawbacks and complexities. At tho
present time there Is but a single
car made, the racing model
of the "Sunbeam," a British make,
which took part In the last Decoration
day races at Indianapolis
Scientific
Twelve-Cylinde-

Use Railroads as Sleeping Pisces.
In some of the uncivilized parts of
the world which are penetrated by
common carriers, railroad tracks are
said to be favorite slumbering places
for many of the natives. In India
women and children who are em
ployed In unloading freight cars are
not infrequently seen sleeping on a
right of way with lelr heads resting on the rails, often making it nec
essary for someone to walk ahead of
a train and awaken them in order that
It may pass. In certain sections of
China a similar condition exists and
Is responsible for a large percentage
of the fatalities caused by railroads
there. Upon first seeing a locomotive
.
the natives are usually filled with American-dread, which later gives wsy to suFranco-Swis- s
premo confidence. Popular MechanRailroad Connection.
A piece of engineering
ics.
work which
has an Important bearing nn International a road traffic Is the compleFsns Should bo Kept True.
A cause of fan breaking that Is tion of the
8hs Was Tired.
s
tunnel.
"I told you not to propose to mo rather common Is the running of the This will afford a long desired connecbalNow I'll stop you for good." fan when It Is considered oat ot
again!
tion from the East French railroads
ance, which results in setting np to the 8wiss lines centering at Berne.
she exclaimed.
The young man turned pale the stresses that the shet metal often From here, transit la made bv war
thought of losing her be loved so well will not withstand. If a fan does not of the Loetschberg line to the Slm- unmanned him.
turn true It should be made to do so pion tunnel and to Italy. The length
"Yes," she continued, "I'll put a by bending back into position or of the
tunnel Issome- stop to it by accepting you."
bringing the circumferential wire or wnat over Ave miles. Work was comband into shape If It has been distortmenced on November 6. 1911, being '
The Blemish.
fan, if much retarded by strikes In 1913 and by
ed. Often a
Mrs. Newrox And, oh, we've got the out of balance, will set op a notice- the recent mobilization, after which It
loveliest oil painting by Carrot! But I able vibration of Its own, which is was taken np again on September 30,
won't show It to you today the framt bard on the faa bearings, as well as 114. Drilling work Is now com
got scratched la unpacking:
Puck.
pleted. Scientific American.
the ten Itself.
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EXPLAINING

SONGS OF BIRDS

Beautiful Notes of the Nightingale,
for Instance, Are Inspired by
Paternal Love,
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It Is generally assumed that a bird
sings because he la happy, but science goes deeper for nn explanation
of the why and wherefore of the
bird's song. Nature's optimistic joy
In constructive progress Is expressed
In the singing of tbe male birds who
charm their mates to further their
wooing, and continue after eggs are
laid to encourage the fulfillment of
hatching.
The song stops when tbe little birds
come out of the shell. The nightingale, for weeks during the period of
and hatching, charma
his mate and human ears near him
with the beautiful muslo of his love
song. But as soon as the little nightingales come from the eggs the song
changes to a sort of guttural croak,
Implying anxiety and sense of responsibility.
If the nest and contents were destroyed the nightingale would at once
reaume his' beautiful song to Inspire
his mate to help blm build another
nest and start all over again the loving work of being fruitful and

Is it possible there is a woman in this country who continues to suffer without giving Lydia E. Pinkham's Vege-tab-le
Compound a trial after all the evidence that is continually being published, which proves beyond contradiction that this grand old medicine has relieved more suffering among women than any other one medicine in the world?
We have published in the newspapers of the United States
more genuine testimonial letters than have ever been published in the interest of any other medicine for women
and every year we publish many new testimonials, all genuine and true. Here are three never before published:

.iiiiiirniniHdr

Why He Went to a Concert
Josef Hofmann has a story which
Illustrates the attitude of many people toward recitals of piano music.
A pianist was to give a concert, and
as the audience was filing in the ticket
FARMER'S BARN IS A CAVE taker stopped a man who presented
two tickets.
"You can't go In," the official said.
Nature Hss Been Extremely Good te
"You're not In At condition."
Arkansas Man In Providing
"Didn't I pay for my tickets?" ques8halter for Stock.
tioned the would-bauditor. "Aren't
Big Flat, Ark. Nature has provided they In order?"
"They're perfectly In order," waa
Almus Winn, a farmer who Uvea neat
this place, on Tater mountain, with a the reply, "but the truth Is you're
barn In the shape of a cave largt drunk."
"Drunk? Drunk?" mused the other,
enough for three teama to go In
solemnly placing the passports In his
abreast.
Wlnn'a farm lies on tbe flat top ol pocket. "Of course I'm drunk. It I
the mountain, and the cave opens up weren't drunk would I come to a
In tbe top ledge of rocks and extendi plnno recital?"
back under bla field.
Helpless Man.
At a point Just outside of tbe field
The late Fanny Crosby, author of
there Is a large chimney that extendi
from the top of the ground Into tht "Nearer, My God, to Thee" and Innumerable other hymns, waa blind,
cavern underneath.
but this did not prevent her from seeing straight Into. the hearts of men.
"THEY KILLED MY D0LLYF
A Brooklyn friend of the aged hymn- writer was repeating some of her epigrams.
"A Brooklyn bank clerk," she said,
"had stolen a lot of money and run oft
with a chorus girl. When I told Fanny
Crosby about this she sighed and said:
" 'Every man becomes
a Ay when a
web of lace Is spread.' "

.
Tl.e Archduchess Maria Joaepha (at right), mother of Archduke Karl Franz Joseph, the heir to the Austrian
throne, like many other noblewomen of practically all the countrlea engaged In the war, has answered the call of
ber country and has taken active charge of the Red Croaa work. The photograph shows her acting aa a good
eamarltan to one of her wounded countrymen.

SNAPPING THE WAR
Fnglish

Photographer Follows
Shells With His Camera.

Sees Houses Fall and Then Rushes
Into the Ruins to Take PicturesTells of ths Ypres

Fight
London. Christopher Pllklngton Is
taking an official regimental record of
(be doings of the Scots guards at the
front Armed with a camera he has
permission to go anywhere and photograph anything.
Lecturing before the Selborne society Mr. Pllklngton'a descriptions of
the terrible fighting round Ypres were
full of the realism possible only from a
man who had lived with the soldiers
as one of them.
Of the 1,000 men who left the Tower
with blm on September 16 only 100
now remain and of the officers there
(a a remnant of two.
Round about Ypres the Seventh division got Into the thick of the German
guns. "You continually heard men
who bad been through Indian campaigns and South Africa say that what
they had been through before was an
abaolute picnic compared to what they
bad to put up with from the Germans."
Tbe battle of Ypres, which lamed for
weeks and la not over yet, was for Mr.
Pllklngton a time or cycling about with
bla camera, usually under shell Ore,
taking
extraordinary pictures
of
mashed up bouses and anything particularly exciting that happened.
Mr. Pllklngton was so near the actual thing that he would see a shell
fall Into a bouse full of sleeping soldiers, and a few minutes afterward
would rush In with his camera and
take a photograph of the horrible mesa
Inside. He said that after a time men
became curiously Indifferent about tbe
hells, and he showed a photograph of
tome transport drivers calmly gazing
round to see exactly where the shells
were going to fall and It it waa time
to move on.
"Custom becomes, aa It were, another nature." People seem to have
been living much as usual In the
bouses on the Menln road during this
terrible time, and ten minutes after a
shell had wrecked a house Mr. Pllklngton photographed people hunting for
souvenirs. One thing that astonished
blm was the alght of some children
playing with toys on a doorstep in one
of the hottest places.
He photographed a soldier having
his balr cut by a comrade with shells
falling all around at a spot christened
by the soldiers "Hell Corner." He saw
the French burying their dead In layers In a big hole made by a Jack Johnson. "They were like herrings In a
barrel." He Insisted that there Is
nothing picturesque to, be seen, and
bis photograph of a line of guardsmen
advancing to the attack showed nothing but a tew blobs of kbakl In a mud--dfield.
y

MUSIC

CURES WAR'S INSANE

'Helps Restore Faculties Lost as
sult of Horrors at

Re-

Front

'

London, England. Music as an aid
In tbe recovery of mental faculties
lost aa the result of harrowing experiences at the front. Is used with
success at the hospital for paralysis,
Malda-Vale- ,
London. The hoapltal authorities pointed to the rasa of Bandsman A. G. Reynolds of the Second
'Wiltshire regiment as typical.
He
was burled In a trench for IS hours
a
explosion
of
German
by the
shell at
Ypres and for three weeks afterward
his mind was a blank. He was brought
to London and gjven "treatment" with
tbe piano and other musical Instruments. He began to Improve Immediately and to assist the treatment
pieces of mdalc which bad been
played to blm were left In bis room
and on bla bed. Gradually be began
te read the musical notation and later
the ordinary printing.

DOG'S

HARELIP

IS

FIXED

Milwaukee 8urgeon Performs Success
ful Operation on Blooded
Boston Bull Pup.
Milwaukee. The craze for lesh and
bone carpentry has reached Milwaukee dogdom. Because Its mistress did
not like tbe appearance of tbe harelip
worn by Lady Abbot, a blooded Boston
bull pup, tbe animal has been In a dog
bospltal to have the Up fixed by the
knife and needle.
Lady Abbot was the runt of her litter and, though three months old. now
weighs only a pound. A Boston bull,
It appears, can be beautiful In Its own
Boston bull way, and to make Lady
Abbot beautiful It was necessary to
cut open the lip on each side of the
seam, and then sew the Up up again,
a dozen stitches being needed for this
operation.
Tbe operation was a success, and
Lady Abbot Is now recovering.
She
is the property of Mrs. John Hart-kopwife of the head of the city
and the operation la the first
of its kind on record on a dog.

From Mrs. 5. T. Richmond, Providence, R. I.
I." For the benefit of women who suffer as I have
done I wish to state what Lydia E. I'inkham's Vegetable Compound
bos done for me. I did some heavy lifting and the doctor said 16
caused a displacement I have always been weak and I overworked
ruoviDENCE, R.

after my baby was born and inflammation set in, then nervous prostration, from which I did not recover until I had taken Lydia E.
's
Vegetable Compound. The Compound is my best friend and
when I hear of a woman with troubles like mine I try to induce her
to take your medicine." Mrs. 8. T. IUcbmomd, 84 ITogress Avenue,
Pink-ham-

e

Providence, ILL

From Mrs. Maria Irwin, Peru, N.Y.

Fertt, N.Y. " Before I took Lydia K. I'inkham's Vegetable Compound I was very irregular and had much pain. I had lost three

children, and felt worn out all the time. This splendid medicine)
me as nothing else had done, and I am thankful every day-thI took it" Mrs. Marl. Ihwin, K.FJ). 1, Peru, N.Y.

helped

From Mrs. Jane D. Duncan, W. Quincy, Mass.
South Quinct, Mass. "The doctor said that I had organio trouble
doctored mo for a long time and I did not get any relief. I
and he
it
aw Tiyuia Tcj. jmnnams
vegetable tJompouna advertised and I tried it and found relief before I had
finished the first bottle. I continued taking it all
through middle life and am now a strong, healthy
woman ana earn my own living." Mrs. jani v.
Duncan, Forest Avenue, West Quincy, Mass.
te LYDIA E.PINKHAW MEDiCINE CO.
TTrr!to
(COMHI)KNTUL) LYNN, MASS.. for ad vice.
Your letter will be opened, read and answered
by a woman and held La strict confidence.
1
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CROPS

D

yo'-al-

1EVERY

Vienna. The Austrian minister of
Agriculture has Issued a proclamation
to the farmers of the empire stating
that the efficiency of tbe army and
the confidence of the civilian population dopend on the yield of thla year's
husbandry. He, therefore, urges that
no Inch of ground remain unutilized
and that such crops in especial be culA photograph taken after a German
tivated as are directly available for airship had made a raid on the village
human nourishment.
of Colchester, England.
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MOST ANCIENT RACE
sand Years

Old.

by
Explorations
Nevada Archeolo-gist- s
Prove Truth of Piute Leg
ends of Lost Cavern Sealed
Up by Nature.

ALLEN'S rOOT-EAB- B
for the TBUOPS
Over 100,000 packages of Allen's root-Eaathe
entlaeptle powder to .hake Into your. Ii or., are
belnir tiaed by the German and Allied troop, at
the Front beenuae It reata tbe feet, aire. In
atant relief to Coma and Uunlom, hot, swollen
aohlnf , tender feet, and makes walking eaar.
Bold everywhere, 6o. Try It TODAY. Don't
accept an substitute. Adv.
A

Record-Breake-

"And do you really love me?"
"Love you? Darling, you're dearer
to me than my wheat." Buffalo Ex-

press.

"Making

Educated.
much progress

classics?"
"Sure; I can
steps."

In

the

Migrating
Tbe habit of birds
South when winter cornea on la Influenced by tbe need of finding a sufficient aupply of food. As food grows
scarce when winter approaches in the
farthest northern places where birds
live they naturally turn to the South,
where, their Instinct tells tbem, food
will be plentiful. Tbe return of the
birds In the spring to their accustomed
haunts In the North Is one of the evidences of their possession of an instinct which la also strong In man.
Tbe environment In which a bird or
human being Is brought up generally
becomes a permanent part of Its nature. Ornithologists
have not yet
made It clear Just what enables the
bird to And Ha way back and forth to
the same spot every year, and our
knowledge la confined to the fact of
what the "homing Instinct" does.
After they mate and build their
first nest and bring up their first family, birds cherish a fondness for that
spot much the same aa the attachment that man feels for bis early
home. The spring migration of birds
Is their joyful return home after a
temporary sojourn abroad to secure
the means of livelihood.
In

dd every one of the
had taught Fremont a method of com
municatlon by means of signs. He
His Standing.
asked the Indian chief If he, In his
"Is he successful as a writer of sengreat wisdom, could tell tbe white
man whence came the red men their sational literature?"
"Is he? Why, he has no Inferior."
origin. The aged chief by signs Indicated that the history of the Indians
Torn own nnrnnisT will tkli. Ton
went back to the beginning of the fry
Murine Bye Hemedr for Ked, Weak, Water?
ayallda:
Mo Mmartln.-l- uit
and Gnnnlau-world. It told how his ancestors had MrM Mm
comfort.
Wrll.
Book of the Kfa
driven a whole nation Into a huge by aiaU Free. Murine Mrs for
Htawtr Co.. Chicago.
cavern ana sealed them there to pen
Give a man over forty his choice
Ish.
any one thing and he will select
of
When years later Chief Wlnnemuc
peace.
ca naa learned tbe white mart's
tonffue the Piute legends spread
Red Cross Bag Blue, much better, goes
among the pioneer miners and Anally
Had a Reason.
farther than liquid blue. Get from any
reached the ears of scientific men. grocer. Adv.
Cat Doesn't her singing move you!
At Wlnnemucca's death his daughter
Nip It did once; when I lived jn
Many a girl shatters ber Ideal by the next flat. Town Topics.
saran became attached to the families of army officers, and through marrying him.
them the legends became public.
A woman usually means what she
It Is all right to keep smiling It says when she says It, but she Just
Her granddaughter, Sarah Wlnne
mucca, was educated In a reserva- you hare anything to smile about
can't help changing her mind.
tion school. Her Imagination fired bv
the legends of her people, she repeated them to her Instructors, until
Anally Prof. J. C. Jones, chief of the
archeologlcal
department
of the
MEN'S
SHOES
state university, determined to make
search
a
for the lost cave. The
WOMEN'S
SHOES
stories Indicated that It must be someBOYS'
1
MISSES'
where near the Humboldt lake. SaSt
rah Wlnnemucca picked a spot aa
near as the legends could guide her,
L.
from which point the scientists conW. IV DM1aa ahoaa ara) mad. mt tha baai damaatla and Imnnrl.J
ducted their search successfully.
lOTunara. mm ma iaia. moaeia. VKrainiij noaatraolau Dy Ilia HUMS
M.. ana pauara inaa.r. in law vaaniry. no om.r SMI,
oi aqaai pnea. aaa eooipaM wiib nr. s. . votifuui snoea lor style.
workman.hlp
and qualitr. AM oomXortabla,
walking
'Palace "rounds for Truck Garden.
ahoM thmj ara an.nrpaM.il.
J
It Is reported
Amsterdam
Thm SM 00. as.40 and M.00 shoe wfl) rtr. as rood aerrtoa
from
SM.OO
to
Emperor
.5.0O.
aothermakaaeoalioe
Tli.4.Ao.a.mand
Francis
that
Vienna
Joseph
o.ov .nova vompar laroraDl. Willi
ni
has ordered that all the gardens surother makaa twUD, .0.00 to aH.OO. g w
lharaaro many man and woman wear
rounding the Imperial palace be ased
l w.L.i)otrli
Shoaa. Conaolt tkam and th.y will Sail roo
that W, 1.
for the raising of cabbages to provide
Doug las .hoes aanaos ba aseaUed lor mm price.
food for the people.
Onartw rtyxn

City.
The archeologlcal
department of the Cnlveraity of Nevada has nearly completed the exploration of a cave In Nevada, sealed
up by nature 3,000 years ago. It contains relics of what Is believed to be
the ancient race from which the
American Ind'ans sprung, a race far
older than the Aztecs. Among the
thing brought to light la a skull declared to be more than 6,000 years
old certainly and possibly In existence
several hundred thousand years ago.
If these surmises are correct it Is
older than the Plltdown skull, found
In Kent, England.
Along with tbe akull were found
many relics of a prehistoric race in a
remarkable state of preservation, because they have been hermetically
sealed In nature's own preservatives.
The first mention of this ancient
civilization that Is remembered by
white men dates back to 1844, when
General Fremont led from California
a little band of whites across a new
trail through the Rockies. He followed the Humboldt river until be
came to the shores of what Is now
called Humboldt lake, a half .mile
east of the main Humboldt range of
mountains, and a mile south of Lovelock, Nev. In the region of the lake
he entered the land of the Pluto, the
chief of whom was Wlnnemucca. Tbe
8peaklng of Names.
trallmakors were met by the Indian
South Norwalk, Conn. -- Miss Hertha
chieftain with open arms.
General Fremont and his party were Fearing and John B. Bold have Jusi
guests of the Piute band for many been married. Ono of the witnesses
days. Familiarity with other tribes was Miss Anna H'igg.
Kansas

?tl.

j

Efficiency of Army Depends on This
Year's Husbandry, 8ays
Austrian Minister.

Cave Gives Up Relics Many Thou-

handld

noBintwr
minaniabia,
ualng BIMIINK
3M,tijr
vmtfn., or In ftwd.

Suggested a Dental Compromise.
Bt
Doss, dis yuh toof am mighty nigh
dilr..
klllln' me!" walled Brother Oggy.
....
"How much will It coat to have de
POHN MEDICAL CO., OMsMtabMrW-- u, Goshan. Inik, V. t. Mm
blame' thing pulled out?"
A wise man guesses a woman's ags
"Fifty cents," replied the dentist. "HOMING INSTINCT" IN BIROS
"But, loogy yuh, ssh! 1 hasn't got
ten years too young.
but a quawtah to mah name. Kaln't Attachment to First Horn Is Much
l
pull It out half way for dat?"
the 8ame aa Is Evidenced
Kansas City Star.
In Humanity.

nata-torium-

TO CULTIVATE
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never

know what
Is until you try

ZONA

10-ce- nt

sponge

for

applying.

Write at once.

DEFIANCE STARCH
is constantly growing in favor be causa il

Does Not Stick to the Iron

and it will not injurs the finest fabric. Fol
laundry purpose sit bis no equal. 16 OS.
package 10c.
more starch for same moaey.
3

DEFIANCE STARCH CO., Omaha, Nebraska

CLIP HORSES NOW
They will tm botur, wort bMtr
UftMi
4 ftf 1
in oulda, Incrvaaa their valus by clipping Bow
Urt a Htawart Cllpuisaj; Machine iron ruar hart
wars and harnma dealer today. Price I7.M) for um
Wurld bnL clipping tuachln. Clip boraet, molw
and coil rqualj wHI. Abaulatstly guaranteed tat
Do It oov
Bleu or mourn refunded. Itoo 't del

CHICAGO FLEXIBLE SHAIT CO.

Wells and Ohio Sla.
W. N.

Chicago, III

DENVER. NO.

It Too CO Did

15.
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is.

W. L. Uonclaa factory

a

Brockton, law.,

ad aaa how carafaiij
tha ahoas ara asada,
and tha bi(k grade

leathers
would

Shea aadr

atand whr they look
aad fit batter, hold
their shape aad
than ether
loafer
makes far the price.
W. L. Oouala
Shoes are .old
throuan bo
stores In the
em
and shoe
stealers

a

SjiW

tf

silk

Zona Company,

.

CAUTION

YOUR BEST

the wonderful healer and beautlfler.
Send one dime and we will mall you
a beautiful opal Jar of ZONA with a

DOUGLAS SHOSS

I loot Iw ha navi: and MM.
oa tbe bottom, anoai thm n&u;ta .
wonh ttKorlr. rata lor uwta. Kor
ha.
swiiolwd tbplr value and profneied ttiawmrar
but Is
prltw. for tntolor Ibnai br bavin, ha NAMK AN1 FKU'g
iuunpl oath. bottom twfor.
factory.
therkar. im
lo Dot
b. pmuaotd to tak. .oni. othar null
to b. iuh nt
two. Vmiar.D.ylsroa,DKMMraDdar.DuuUaSleUMbat4.
I( Tom dnaler eaaDnt supply yoo, write for JJlaa
ftretad Catalog abowlnf bow so rmt.r by mail.
W. U ItoBfflae, S 10 Uparh Bt., Hrwhlon.
aaa.
vtunDMl

a

to look her
i wishes
best. You will

YOU CAN SAVE MONEY DY
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'2.50 3 '3.50 '4.00 '4.50 '5 '5.50
'2.00 '2.50 '3.00 '3.50 & '4.00
'2.00 '2.50
' .75 '2 '2.50 '3.00
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PROFESSIONAL

Erery Man's Business

The Clovis News

14

-

The real reason of many fail
ures to make a success of the
municipal owned plant lies in
The News Printing Cjnr.pany
the fact that as a people we fail
Publishers.
LAWYER
to appreciate the importance of
municipal
business.
New Mexico.
Clovis,
Entered at the post office at
What is every man's business
second
class
as
M.
N.
Clovis,
is no mar's business.
matter under the act of March
Privately owned business must
3, 1879.
stand on its own merits or fail.
attorney-at-laThe owners select the very
Clovis, N. M.
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
best man for manager, who is
to practice in all courts
Admitted
$1.00
One Year
well paid and closely watched
50c
Months
Six
for results.
The business is
made to stand on its own feet.
The books are kept b y a
As is customary, the County
session,
capable
in
are
man who knows how to
Attorneys at Law
Coirmissior.ers
make complete reports of profits
while court is in session.
Office in Worley Bldg.
and losses, and if the system of
Opposite Postoffie
It was a long way to Tipperary, accounting is weak a new one is
Rooms 4 and 5.
but the ciunty officers of New installed by capable accountants,
New Mexico.
Clovis,
Mexico finally made the landing. so that the books can be balanced
And some of them landed into any day, and a report made.
big piles of coin. -- El Paso Times.
They know every day just
where they stand, what it costs
Notice the smile on the faces them to operate; what their av
Physician and Surgeon
of the county officers since they erage income is, and what the
Office in Jackson Bldg,
all
back
allowed
that
were
profit or losses for any given
Opposite Postoffice
salary. Some of them earned it period is.
231
Residence 269
and deserved it, while the rest
Office
Phone
A Bank, handling the deposits
just pot it. -- Deming (N. M.) of a few hundred depositors em- Headlight.
ploys an expensive retinue of
.
clerks, their accounting system
The clean up campaign is on is most carefully detailed; not a
again. Swat the fly by break- cent goes out
but is recorded and
ing up his breeding places at this checked and
the books balanced
season of the year and keep
each day.
them broken up and there will
Over First National Bank.
Yet in a false spirit of econ
be but little swatting to do. In omy
Phone 95.
the municipality pays its
the good old summer time is also clerks and treasurer, who repreNew Mexico.
Clovis,
the bad old fly time.
sent an enterprise in which
Many immigrants are now every citizens money is invested,
coming to this section of the a wage so meager that the officountry. Every day dozens of cers are often forced to conduct
private business to make a
covered wagons of settlers and a
Physician & Surgeon
living.
Then they fail to pro
their families are seen coming
vide
proper
them
books
and
with
into Curry county. What little
Office Opposite Postoffice
public land remains, is fast be- records for receipts and expenditures,
gains,
losses
and
and
the
ing entered by people, who say
city finds itself in debt, the
Jhey haze come here to stay.
is shifted from one to the
Forty Covered wagons entered blame
D.
D.
Clayton in Union county in one other, and the public cries
Physician & Surgeon
week recently. In Quay county GRAFT.
"The public Auditor,"
were
about three hundred
there
Shawnee, Oklahoma.
office in elks home
land entries between the 1st and
Office Phone 146. Res Phone 326
15th of April.

The Curren Agency

THIS IS YOUR

W. A. Gillenwater

W. J. CURREN, Mgr.

BANK

(u. s. commissioner)

Real Estate
Fire Insurance
Deeded Lands
Surety Bonds
Rentals

T. J. Mabry

.....

Reese & Pardue

Dr. J. B.Westerfield

M. Chapman

BTYYififl

Dr. J. R. Haney

It is your friend.
It is for your convenience.
It will help you save.
It will care for your savings
It will pay you interest on
them.
It will give you expert advice when you are perplexed.
The advice it gives you will
be sound.

It

will be your

friend in

prosperity.

It

assist you to avoid

will

or overcome adversity.
Keep your money in YOUR
bank and pay your bills
by check.
It is the modern way.
It is the safe way.

It

is

the most convenient

"

irJI
in

m
em

....
ltBEll

Land Business a Specialty.
Conveyances of all kinds.
nD;,i nnH records examined for non resident
Notary Public in Office.
....

t..
v

jj

jm ji ji j
5

Money! Money!

H

We want your farm
loans. Can handle
them on short no-

il

tice.

H

j

See us

l

at once!

The
Union Mortgage Co.

the Curren Agency in

See

the' Antler Hotel building for
Fire Insurance. They are representing some of the largest
and best companies.

It is the ONLY way.
It is the way of ALL

suc-

cessful men.
Make it YOUR way.

two-legge-

d

water-sogge- d

DILLON

DR. A.

D. D. S wea r i n g i n

tion.
You have a cnrdialr invitation
of tha firm of Dn. Prmlry & Swoarlnctn
Rev. I). A. Sanford has been to join in this pleasant service in
or RoawdU
in attendance at Las Cruces this honor of mothers. Wear a fl nver
will be in Clovis from the 10th
week, of the annual convocation and come with gladness.
Jeremiah Moore, Pastor. to 20th of each month treating
of the Church in New Mexico.
diseases of the Eye, Ear, Nose
He will return in time for

Episcopal Church

Methodist Church, May 9
church services here next Sunday.
This will be especially a SunMorning services at 11 a. m. day School day the convention
to which you all are invited.
being in session in our town.
Let every member of our church
Howard Martin and Miss attend Sunday School. It will
Helen Rowna were married the do you good to see how our
1st of the month at Portales. School is growing.
Rev. Mr.
Mr. Martin is Grievance AdjustRaley D. D. the International
er for the Firemen. Mrs. Mar- Sunday Sehool man, will preach
tin was formerly employed at at our church at 11 o'clock a. m.
the Harvey House here. Mr. We will join the other chuiches
and Mrs. Martin will make their in a great Union Sunday School
home in Clovis,
service a t the Presbyterian
I. N. Storm, who has one of Church Sunday evening at 7:30.
the finest farms in the Belleview
J. II. Messer, Pastor.
neighborhood and who advised
us there has been more wheat
planted in that section of the
Sweet Potato Plants,
country tlian any other portion
Peppers, Cabbage,
of the country, was in Clovis the
first of the week and renewed
Tomatoes, House
his subscription to the News.
Plants, Etc.

Seeds, Bulk Seeds.
Garden and Field seeds now
in, and a fine lot they are.
When you need seeds of any
kind, get trfem at Clovis Creamery and Produce Co. and save
money.
f
t--

i Clovis Green
House

t

and Throat and Fitting Glasses.
DR. H. R. GIBSON

Osteopath
Treats all diseases both acute
and chronic. Special attention
given to diseases of women.

patients examined free

North Main Street
Office Phone 383. Res. 390.
Clovis,
New Mexico.
Office 103

2

L. A. Dickman,

m. d.
...Physician & Surgeon...
Office opposite Antlers Hotel
Office phone 53.
Res. 219.

...I

....

ALSO FIT GLASSES...

Clovis,

New Mex.

for all kinds of

Phone

123.

Phone

Eight years experience as U. S. Commissioner.
Office.

CLOVIS,

NEW MEXICO

The Panhandle Hardware
uealers convention

JTT

1131

Will Meet in Roswell, N. M., May 17, - 18

NATIONAL

CRANE & WILLIAMS, Props.

S. A. JONES,

President

S.J. BOYKIN, V. Pres.
A. W. SKARDA, Cash.

First Class Work.
112

1--

2

South Main

St

Hot and Cold Baths
Clovis, New Mexico.

LEE HAZELWOOD
DRAY ANI) TR.yXSrKR LINE
The Oldest Established Transfer Line in Clovis

Down Town Phone 123

Residence Phone 321

A Complaint.
(Contributed)
To Joy Riders:

What might have been a very
sad accident
was prevented
Wednesday night when four
women were on their way from
west Grand avenue to the Bap
tist church fled for safety, two
to the street and two to the ad
joining lots .to prevent being
run over by an auto that was
following the sidewalk or the
One of
place reserved lor one.
thase. women who believes in
reserving her rights as a female
not a goose, reminded the four
gentlemen who were occupants
of the car, that the street was
the place for them to travel;
however the car was soon turned
around, and the ladies one of
whom is a cripple and deaf, required to flee for safety again.
Citizens of Clovis: This is
only one incident of many that
occurs where drivers don't keep
the street and if we haven't any
laws to prevent this it is time to
be making some. If our Magic
city had laws that were as well
kept as most places, there drivers would not only keep to the
street where they belong but
they would also keep to .the
right or be subject to a fine.
Let a few words to the wise
Yours for a better Clovis,
An Old Subscriber.
For Fire Insurance in best old
Companies, See Curren
Agency.
tf
line-

123.

in making proof, let me
help you. Contest work
a specialty. Two years
Register of U. S. La6d

...THE CLOVIS BARBER SHOP...

be sufficient.

Meats and Produce

If you expect difficulty

FIRST
BANK

Walker's Market
I

Inquire at Green House
or Phone 242.

1--

LAND LAWYER

THE

R. R. DUNCAN

The Church in the Wild wood
Congregation
Responsive Reading Mr. H. L.
Patton and Cfass
Prayer-Re- v.
J. W. Winder
Offering for Mothers in PresbyL.
terian Sanitarium
Little Sunbeams Children
Physician & Surgeon
My Mother Miss Alexander
Special attention to diseases of
The Greatest Battles -- Perkins L. the Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat
Pattoti
and Fitting Glasses.
Anthem Choir
Over MAn Pharmacy
The Old Time Hymns Mrs.
Offlot Phone 158. Rnldmc. Phont L
Earnest E Bundy
New Mex.
Clovis,
Sermon Pastor
Hymn, My Mother Choir
Home Sweet Home Congrega-

Arthur E. Curren

L. R. CONARTY, Agent.

10 A. M. May 9, 1915,

the vampire, He had some awful
substance left with which He
made A Knocker. A Knocker is
a
animal with a
corkscrew soul, a
brain and a combination backbone made of jelly and glue.
Where other men have their
hearts, he carries a tumor of de
caved principles.
When the
Knocker comes down the street,
honest men turn their backs,
angels weep tears in heaven,
and the devil shuts the gates of
hell to keep him out. National
Travelers' Bulletin.

See the Curren Agency for
Best old line Insurance.
Now
located in the Antlers building.
Phone 32.

And we can sell you a round trip ticket on May 1G, and 17,
for $5.80. This season's summer tourist tickets will ba on
sale June 1st. Call us up. Phone 156.

Presbyterian Church

DENTIST
Office Opposite P. O.
Phone 89.
CLOVIS,
NEW MEX.

IB

way.

L. Connell, M.

Knocking the Knocker. -After God had finished making
Mother's Day Program
the rattlesnake, the toad and Bible Study-R- ev.
J. W. Winder

J

"

PLOWING!

PLOWING!

Have 16 good teams and am now ready to do that plowing
while the ground is in shape for it. Will do any kind of
surface work, such as listing, grading, making surface
tanks, etc. Prices reasonable.
TOM REAGAN.

Magic City Furniture and
Undertaking Co.
(JOHNSON BROS.)

Embalmers and Funeral Directors
LADY ASSISTANT
Day Phone 211.

FIRST CLASS WORKMEN

AMBULANCE SERVICE
Night Phone 235.

I

HOT AND COLD BATHS

The Sanitary Barber Shop
Shorett & Petitfils, Props.
WE DO THE A. T. A S. P. HOSPITAL WORK
SANITARY - - - ALL THAT THE NAME IMPLIES

Q

V. STEED

Undertaker & Embalmer
Manager Clovis Cemetery
Day Phone

14.

Night Phone

88.

!

t

Lyceum, May 11th

ness life on both sides of the
Notice of Contest.
Atlantic for many years.
Department of the Interior, United States
This incident is true to histori- Land Ollice, Fort Sumner. N. M., April 1!S.
To Albert H. Hardin uf Hereford. Texas.
cal facts. Mr. Joseph Leiter,
tee:
Jr. attempted to corner wheat You are hereby notllied that Isaac II. Urasher,
who irives V i::d. N. M. ss his
address
in Chicago during 1907; and in did
i.n December 12. I'll'., file in this ollice his durespect of this passage Mr. ly corroborated application to contest and set ure
cancellation uf your homestead entry. Serial
Leiter is the Curtis Jadwin of the
No.
made July
Town
for N W.
He nov..l, the play and the film. ship IN., i, nunc K N. M. I'. Mention, and
as
around,
fur
hi,
iiv
alU'ircs
contest
that
Ihe
The rest of the plot in each case said Altiert II.
Hani in has wholly ubamloncd the
is f i Mirsc purely imaginary.
bnid land ubuvudescriU'd in this. He has not culis ' ilt 'l ;n the height of tivated nor resitled un llic mid land since the date
of nlinir.
jlr, va. ionate money
Yen on, ilierufire, furtlier uutili d that the
d
ai'i alloKul inns will bu taken as confessed, and
t!
in
save one. The wife your
Hiid entry will be timcelled without further
li
Iia.l injected and displeased rirht to lie lieunl either bef. ro iIiIm ollic e or on
if you fail to lilt, in thii cllire within
ri sisU'i! the urmsof an unlawful
afu r the KOlilll'Il publnalion of
lov. r, and returned to those of.
n.ilir... un ..htiwu lieliw yuur answer, under
rii:r:lirull reputi'linK Ui these ulleKSliolls
ner rumeu nusuana who now uatli.
of oiiitcal. loKelber wild
lliat ou liav
'heeded" her. Outside of books, served a eepy uf your uiiswer tin the nuitl concither in pel.Hoti or by r.'Ki.tertsI mail.
and plays, and films women do testant
Ytiu hhiiiilii stale in yuur unswer thenauieof
these things. And on the whole Ihe
to which you desire future notices
it is ;ood that the sex is capable lo sent to you.
A. J. KV ANS, itcffister.
of these miraculous acts of for- Dale uf llrst iublication May 7, l'JKi
" second
"
May 11.
giveness, otherwise il would be
" third
"
May il.
t
a poor
for weaklings of " " fou'.rh "
Msy 2S. 11F
the Jadwin kind.
Gail Kane is Laura Jadwin;
Visit Whiting's Variety Store.
and this girl does good motion
Visit Whiting's Variety Store
picture stage work.
The production shows intimate
scenes of Chicago fashionable
Notice of Contest.
and business life, and in the
Department of tha Interior. United Bute
wheat pit scene, over 500 people Land Office, Tucumcarl. N. M. April II, 1116.
To
N. Craln of Field, mw Mexico and
take part.
SB.
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Wilton Lackaye
In "The Pit"
Thrilloi)

(A Win. A. Crady

On Tuesday, May 11th. the
Lyceum pri'scnts the World Film
Corporation the
Wm. A.

e

Is-

2111.".

1HII1

look-ou-

l!rady photoplay "The I'it
Wilton Luckaje repeats in the
film the
fine performance he
gave in the play when it was
presented in 190H by Wm. A,
Brady, of Curtis Jadwin, the
pectacular wheat operator, who
conies to grief in Chicago's pit,
Probably of all the plays in
which he has appeared Hi nee he
Sicklea, Oklahoma. Contestee:
In the long night vigils of the lonely exchange -You are hereby notified that Homer E. Roach
came into prominence twenty
who (Ives Field. New Mexico aa hla poat offica
years ago Wilton Lackaye'a
address, did on March 22. 1915. Ala in thia office
Notice of Contest
In the strenuous turmoil of the busy day his duly corroborated application to eontaat and
name is more frequently linked Department uf the
Inferior. United States 1. ur tha cancellation of your Homestead Entry
with "The Pit" than with that Land Office. Fort Sumner. N. If., April 28. 191b. No.
, Serial No. 011021 made April 9th.
Enoch W. Finn of Unknowu, Contestee:
19n, for Southeast Quarter Section 11
With the builders in the heat of the dusty desert and on the dreary mounof any other stage production, To
You an hereby notified that Isaac H. Brasher.
6 N.. Ranae SI E.. N. at. P. Meridian, and
tain side
"The Pit" was a fine play, re who kvm Claud. N. M.. ai his
ad- - as grounds for hla contest ha aJlefea that
haa wholly abandoned said entry from date
plete with splendid acting pos dress, did on Decmber 12.1916. file In this office
hla duly corroborated application to eontaat and of entry up to the present time, with tha excepsibilities. So is the film. If cure the cancellation of your homestead
With those who battle with the elements in times of devastating disaster
entry tion of occasional visits of short duration, never
mad June (7th. 190a, for N. E, havin lived and actually resided on the place
the main function of a photo- serial No. WW,
Section 2, Townahip 4 N.. Ranee M E.. N. If. for aa much aa two weeks at any one time, auch
play is to interest and excite an P. Meridian,
and aa crounda for hla contest ha visits beinifmada at six months Intervale, which
In the loyalty, the faithfulness, the unselfish devotion to duty of all those
alleiree
that the aald Enoch W. Pagan has wholly
Isindonment atill exists and tha defects have
audience, then "The Pit" is an
who minister to your telephone needs
aliandoned the aald land line the date of flllna not been cured and patent haa not bean earned
ideal offering, for it is action, on aamc. he never mtahliiihed residence on said under either the three or five year laws;
action, action all through. land, never cultivated same and has fulled in You are, therefore, further notllied that the
very paytlrular to comply with the reiiuire- - a'd alleifstlons will be taken as confessed, and
In and through the entire army of telepnone workers ever glad to serve-- In
The thread of the story will ments
your aald entry will be canceled without further
of the law.
make this evident. The beautiTou are therefore, further notified that the riant lo lie heard, either before thia office or on
said alh'iratlona will he taken aa confessed, and appeal, if you fall to file in this ollice within
ful young Chicago society girl, your
all. through all and over all broods the gentle, animating and sustaining
said entry will lie cancelrd without further twenty days after the FOURTH publication of
Laura Dearborn, is wooed and rlirhl to he heard, either before this olllcooron this notice, as shown below, your answer, under
Spirit of Service.
oath, specifically responding to thene alienations
In this rifllee within
won by the handsome broker, appeal, if you fail to
wpiilydaya after Ihe FOURTH publication of of contest, together with due proof
you
Curtis Jadwin,
and society this tintire, aH shown iieluw. your answer, under have served a copy of your answer on that
tne said
peeiliclly
oalh.
respondingIn
person
contestant
to these alliwntiona
either
or by reirlslered
places the seal of approval on
if rimiest. toKvlher with
proof
you mail.
the match, for they belong to luivo served a copy of vmirdueanswer on that
You
should
your
in
state
answer
the name of
the
ulthor in person or by reuislcrcd mail. the iHist office to which you desire future notices
the best sets in the windy city. Cfinleslant
Vou should
in your answer the name of to be sent to yuu.
Why should they not be happy the in. olflce state
to whh-R. P. Donohoo, Register.
.iu desire future notices
Felipe Sanchex y Haca. Receiver.
when, within reason they have lo lie sent lu yuu.
Date of first publication April 30, llltr.
A. J. EVANS, Keirisler.
-- II .1
I. l. .
I.U
' second
um. iieun.ii,
an
"
kuuu iuoivj, min- Dale uf firm publication May 7.
May 7. 1015
'
" second
'
"
May 14, luir.
May 14. IM.i
third
ify and places among ihe fash" third
"
" fourth
"
May 21. I!:.
May 21. l'.llfi
ionables, can assure then:? They
" fourth
" May
lill'i
For Sale:
Blanks.
WANTED An energetic amhave ideal chances of making
life a success.
320
acres
deeded
land
about
bitious,
active man to establish
Contracts,
Furniture Sale
Notice of Contest.
Notice of Contest
But the girl has a heart and is
14 miles from Clovis, $5.00 per permanent
business.
ir,air.
Health proper form Lease Blanks, Chat-te- l
Department of the Inter! r United Suites l.and acre.
dutiful and loves her husbar d.
40 acres good wheat goes
Mortgages, Morcgage Deeds,
of the Interior United Kiates Und
Imand Accident Insurance.
Office, Fort Sumner, N. M April
IIHS.
OBice,
Fort
New
Sumner.
Mexico.
12.
April
IMS.
a
in with deal.
Curtis Jadwin, however, hts
Bills
of Sale, Power of Attorney,
To
James
M
O'Hara
N
Clovls.
of
Contestee:
To Minnie M. Lnwry.
mediate cash returns and future.
You are hereby notified that Rertlo Eshleman
weakness; not a vulgar one, far You are hereby notifiedGintester:
Warranty
Deeds, Notes and all
4 room residence to trade
Good
that
L. Linn
ad
Address National Casualty Com- kinds of legal blanks for sale at
Clovis, N. M care A. K. Curren. aa who gives Havener, N. M. as hla
from it. Some husbands drink, who
dress,
diil on
HI In this office for deeded quarter land.
his
did on February 17,
gamble, intrigue
with other file In this olliceaildress.
3t. the News office.
his duly eurobcrated application his duly corroborated application to contest and
Good quarter section deeded pany, Detroit. Mich.
to
contest
and
secure the cancellation of your secure the cancellation of your Homestead. En
(most men are either
women
try No.
Serial No. 07222 made November land $500.00
Homestead. Kntry No.
Herial No. tIWl2,
Kuilty or are reasonably suspect- made
In. MM. for N. E.
Sorilon 30. Township 2 N
1909. fur N. w.
Section a.
Good quarter section land 21-Range
24
E N. M, I. Meridian, and as grounds
ed, of one or some of these Township 1 N.. Kanue :ci F... N. M. P. Meridian, for his contest
alleges
he
thst you have totally miles from town, well improved,
and as irroun.ls fur his contest he alhvss thst
things,
but Curtis Jadwin, Minnie M. Iiwry has wholly ahanduned said abandoned said land fur a period uf over two
well, orchard etc. $1,750, time
last past and thai a
residence
strangely tnough, was not built land for a period of over three years last past years
has never been established on the land.
and next prior to data herein.
on part.
along such lines. His weakness Tou are, therefore, further notified that the You are. therefore, further notified that the
R. H. SNELLINGS, Proprietor.
Two room house and 2 lots
aid allegations will be taken by this office aa
was business; money making, said alleuations will he taken by this offlreas having
guaranteed or whiskers cheerfully refunded!
been confessed by you. and your said
Satisfaction
hnvinir been cenfessed hy you. and your said
dollar hunting, the pursuit and entry will be canceled thereunder without your entry will ua cancelled thereunder without close in, $550.00
your
furl nor right to lie heard therein, either To Trade:
accumulation of money became rurlhrr riirbl lo be heard therein, either before
this oHleeor on appeal, if you fail lo Hie In this before this office or on appeal, if you fail to file
the absorbing passion of his life. ollice
Quarter section land adjoining
within twenty days after the FOURTH in this office within twenty days after the
of
publication of this notice, as shown below, your ruUKTII publication
hla
notice city
It had "got" him, as it some- answer,
for half section improved
as
shown
lie
your
low.
answer, ununder oalh, specifically
and
times gets the best men.
respendlns; In these alleuations of contest, or If der oath, siociAcally meeting and responding farther out.
WE WANT YOUR BUSINESS
Jadwin's career had he gone you fall within that lime to Ills in thia ofneedue to these allegations of contest, or if you fail
Our moto: Small commission
proof that you have served a copy of your answithin that time to Ale in this office due proof
on the way he was going, offers wer
We believe we ought to have it. In our store the best of
a copy of your answer and more sales.
on the contestant either in person or hy that you have served
an interesting field of specula- rcKislcred mail. If ihls service is made by the on the said contestant either in person, or by
is yours. Our prices are always reasonable. All
service
Curren Agency.
a copy of your answer lo the con. registered mail. If ihls service is niutle by the
tion. What would have become deliver inof person,
goods
of
the highest quality. We want your confidence
proof of such service must be delivery of a copy of your answer to the contestteslanl
ant in person, proof
of him had he been successful? elthi-- Ihe still conlrHlant a Written
of
such
aervice
know
to
want
that we can ably, intelligently and efficiently
Nick De Graftenreid
and
his receipt of the copy, showing- the must be either the said contestant's written ackWhat would he have done with dnte of illof receipt,
Grocery wants. Weare here to serve
your
every
handle
daughter,
in
Buchanan,
of
were
nowledgment
of his receipt of the copy, allowor ihe affidavit of the person
by
the money?
hom the delivery was made Ktnllnit when ing tho date of Its receipt, or the allldavit of the city Tuesday
you. We only want your business as long as we continue
en route to
was delivered; if made by the person by whom tho delivery was made
For Jadwin tried to corner and where the
to give satisfaction. You always get courteous treatment
stating when and where the copy was deliver- Roswell.
reirisleml mail, proof of such service must
wheat at the Chicago Board of
in our store. The children get every consideration in our
of theaHldnvft of the person by whom the ed; If made by registered mail, proof of auch serwas mailed statina- when and the post office vice must consist of the affidavit of the person
Trade "The Pit" and stood to copy
We are pleased to take orders over the phone, and
store.
to which
was mailed, and this affidavit must by whom the copy was mailed stating when and
make a vast forture by the op- bencroinpanletl by the postmaster's receipt for the poet r.ttlce to which it was mailed and this
Anything you expect to find
will deliver goods anywhere.
by the ptwtmast
affidavit must hcucrompanicd
eration. Along came Armour Ihe letter.
you
find
store,
will
in
a
modern
it here.
You h"iild slate In your answer Ihe name uf er's receipt for the lei ter.
I am prepared for drilling and
and broke him on th" Ihe
& ('..
Come in get acquainted we want your business.
You .hoiiM state in yuur answer Ihe name of
itll.ee In hu ll y.iu .It sire future notices
all kinds of well repair work.
lac iHist off ice to which y. desire future no
whc-- l
in a scene of fury and In lie s.T.t lu y..ll.
tices lo
sent lo you,
A. J.
See me for prices.
Ifeutsler.
strife so violent that it is as wed
A.
lt,.tMI'MHi HmikISIIS.
KN.. Iteirisler.
..
F. BRASWELL
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publication
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Apiil
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WE ARE DEPOSITORY FOR THE STATE, COUNTY and A. T. & S. F. R. R. CO.
WE WANT YOUR DEPOSITS

THE CLOVIS NATIONAL BANK
"BETTER THAN THE LAW REQUIRES"
ALEX SHIPLEY. Pres., JNO. T. SHIPLEY, Vice Pres., J.

C

DIRECTORS:
NELSON, Cashier, W. O. OLDHAM, A. W. HOCKENHULL, W. H. DUCKWORTH,

L

H. SANDERS

pecial Sale of Hosiery!
Closes Saturday, May 15th

Commences Saturday, May 8th

35c Ladies' Burson Hcsc
"
Burson Hose, out size
35c
"
Burson Hose
25c
"
25c
Duchess Hose
"
25c
Tan Hose
"
Ipswich, Silk Lisle
25c
"
Black Beauty, out size
35c
"
Knox Knit
25c
"
Silk Boot Hose
35c
"
75c
Pure Thread Silk Hose
Silk Hose, extra good
$1.25 "

Bearskin Hose for Boys

-

12

19c
l-- 2c

Misses' Black Beauty Hose, Pink, White,
Blue, Black,

15c now 11c,

20c now 15c

-

-

-

-

-

19c
19c
10c
19c

-

25c
-

19c

-

25c
59c
98c

-

-

-

-

Men's Hose

Misses' and Children's Hose
25c Deer Foot Hose, tan, black, white

-

25c
25c

25c Black Beauty, Silk LUIe, colors
25c Knox Knit
25c Black, Split Foot

Tn

n

15c Colored and Tan Hose
15c Engineer and Firemen Hose

'

J0c
11c
11c

WHITING'S

Dry Goods

I

19c
19c
19c

Variety Goods

Chaplin to meet at Fair Field
vours.
Bro. liodgers, of the Texico
Mississippi, is visiting at the
The Havener News
C. J. Shoup. circuit, will preach at Enterprise
I go to Sunday the fourth Sunday in June.
cousin,
do
his
What
of
home
"For
was windy, but there
Lennie Curry, Cor. Sec.
M. Watts.
School"-- .!.
Shoup and Rutter haven't seen the 5th. Sunday in May. We
is some consolation in believing
on
dinner
a
will
years.
basket
have
nineteen
each other for
"How to Get Parents Interested
that "a bad beginning and a Both have gray hair now, and Sunday.
Everyone come prein Sunday School"-M- rs.
J. B. For Sale or Trade Cheap!
good ending."
are going to try the New Mex- pared to stay all day.
Clack.
My interest in thrashing outfit
Another good rain Thursday ico ozone treatment for premaMr. and Mrs. J. Holden visited
Frederick, Okla. Address J.
neighborat
cordially
We
invite
evening strengthens us in the ture old age together for awhile.
with D. II. Holden and family, ing Sunday Schools and all B. Waits. Clovis. N. M.
2t.
not
belief that web feet should
Mr. Rutter hes rented Mr. Da- of Lakeview, Sunday.
May-da-

y

be monopolized

by ducks

and

other aquatic animals.
Some corn has been planted
and is coming up in a general
way, although little planting has
been done.
George Brownell is drilling a
well for Frank MaGee. He has
reached a depth of about two
hundred and thirty feet. Frank
and Dad Ormsby are building
we
the tower, and ere long,
hope, Frank will be supplying

this immediate neighborhood
with the pure and unadulterated
Adam's ale.
VV. W. White has sold out his
store to VV. C. Tharp of St.
Vrain. Mr. Tharp takes possession at once and Mr. White is
with Mr. Statts in
buying and shipping grain. Mr.
Tharp will move his family over
to Havener as soon as he makes
necessary arrangements; and in
addition to being merchant, will
express
also be
agent, police judge, pound keeptender, etc.
er,
Mrs. K. L. Iiyrnes has been
sick for several weeks.
She is at the home of Mrs. Osborne in Clovis where she is being tal en eare of by her daugh-:er- .
Mrs. Skipwith.
K'V. Ktehison preached to a
large congregation at Havener
Sunday.
S. A. Dow, one of our best
and most substantia! farmers,
will sell all his personal property at public auction Saturday,
May 8th, and leave in a few
days thereafter for his old home
He with his
in Massachusetts.
wife and little son will drive
through in their Ford car.
Carl E. Rutter of Oxford,
post-maste-

light-hous-

vt-r- y

e

r,

vis' farm, and will have his
family come from Mississippi as
soon as they can get here. He
has a wife and four children.
J. M. Hickman, who left here
in June last year, now of Utica,
Okla., writes of the death of his
wife. Grandma Hickman was
getting old and pretty feeble.
Pneumonia was the cause of her
Mr. Hickman writes
death.
that he is in poor health.
M. E. Smith, who rented his
farm to V. E. Barris, and went
to Wisconsin to stay two years,
came home two or three weeks
ago, having been gone about
six months. Thess old codgers
who blow about their old homes
back east, and declare there is
no place like them; as soon as
they get pried loose here so they
can go back, with the intention
of staying two or three years, or
generally do
never returning,
cme back in a few months ami
make a
vow never to
leave here again. They always
'J hey can't stay
comeback.
away. ThT; is nothing like
this Xfiv Mexico to put vim and
energy and good judgment into
a man's system.

Robert Berry, of Melrose, was
a guest at the Lewis ho ne Sunday. Wonder what the attraction was.
The Misses Graham, of Clovis,
were guests at the Alley home
Saturday and Sunday.
Mesdames Albert and Jim
Walker spent Sunday a t the
Brazwell home.
Edd Homan and family visited
in the Fairfield vicinity Sunday.

This is our initial performance?
as contributor to the News, so
we shall not ask for ar-more
space this week.

recent communication, made a
mistake as to the date of our
No
Children's Dav exercises.
dale has yet been selected for
that; but on the third Sunday,
May IGth., wj have planned to
have the regular Sunday School
and preaching services in the
forenoon, basket dinner and a
Sunday School rally and the administering of baptism in tne
afternoon. The following subjects will be presented:
"Qualifications o f a Sunday
School Teacher" -- T. E. Dea- -

y

Sejarms.

Enterprise

Echos

The pie supper at Enterprise
Saturday night was well attended. We made $13. 00, which will
be used for lights.
Everybody is invited to attend
our Literary society,
which
meets again Saturday night,
May 15th.

Miss

Grace

Lewis

spent

Thursday night and Friday
with Mrs. Albert Walker.
Mrs. J. Holden spent Thursday and Thursday night with
Mrs. Lewis.

The party given at the Todd
home Friday night, was a grand
success.
Miss Ollie Sears, of Clovis,
visited with her sister, Mrs.
Todd, Friday night and Saturday.
Miss Leona Fine visited with
Mrs. 11. J. Houghtelling Friday
and Saturday.

Lincoln Locals
We wish to state through the
Nkws that Bro. H. Rogers, in a

others to meet with us and join
in the general discussion that
will fellow the talk on each subject above.
Our new school building is
completed and we can otfer visitors more room than heretofore.
Mrs. J. B. Clack.

Charlie Logue, a short time
resident of Clovis, left Wednesday for parts in northern Texas,
where he is contemplating locating.
Clem Dunnagan happened to
the misfortune of stepping on a
nail Wednesday, the nail penetrating the ball of his foot.

No. 2. "Do your business
with a bank where your deposOil and Gasoline Stoves.
its are guaranteed and where frigerators. Phone 72.
you can get money any time
you want it. We have money
to loan NOW. -- State Bank of
Farwell.

Singing Convention
(Crowded out last week)
Union District Singing Convention met Sunday April 25th.
The
at Union school house.
house was called to order by the;
President.
The morning was spent in
song service. James Curry,
Sumner Davidson and Mrs. John
Engram were appointed to prepare a program for the afternoon.

At the noon hour a bountiful
dinner was spread and enjoyed
by all present.
At 1:30 the
house was again called to order
and we had the following program:
Two songs led bj Mr. Moss,
of Union. Two songs led by II.
V. Jennings.
Welcome address
by Mike Engram,
f Union,
tjuartett by Misses Bessie and
Pearl Curry, Sam Randol and
James Curiy. Two songs led by
Daniel Boone. Three songs by
Two
the Locust Grove class.
songs led by James Curry. Solo
by Mrs. Sharp. Two songs led
by Mr. Bridges, of Portales. A
A short talk by Rev. Taylor, of
Two songs by Mr.
Texico.
Bridges and choir. An interesting talk by Mrs. Sharp. Two
Two songs led by Mr. Turner.
A short talk by Mr. Whitley.
The last on program was two
songs sung by the old people.
We were dismissed b y the

COLD CORNER PUZZLE
find mv name
Come on boys, to New Mexico,
Where the choice water melons grow.
This is only some of our fine dope,
Another is the sweet cantiloupe,
The finest in all the land,
Buys and girls eat them to beat the band,

Speaking of melors especially the Klickly sweet,
I will tell you boys they are hard to beat,
And they are raised on this sandy loam.
Where a person can L'iy and cease to roam,
From five to twenty pe acre is the price,
And have your own hon;e wont that be nice,
So you can farm in your own field,
And plant the grain and get the big yield,
Then you can take it down to town.
And get the money planked right down.
Then put the money in the bank,
And let them know you are not a crank,
They will treat you with courtesy and pride,
Then you can look on the brighter side.
Before I further go in my rhyme or prose,
am not a rose,
Ever let me say
No not at all save your life,
So I can say it without any strife
In the last few scribbling lines,
None of these words seem like rhymes.
Go on dont stop and gaze or look,
Let it pass as if it was a crook,
Everything that I am writing now
Tells part of my name anyhow,
Even the lines I have written before,
Right here will end them with two more,
Read the last fourteen letters at the left,
You will find it spells my name not cleft.
1
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CLOVIS BUSINESS DIRECTORY AND RAILROAD TIME TABLE
Mason's
Confectionery

TRAINS
MOUNTAIN TIME
7:10

A. II.

Uve7:A.
No. 1U K. C. Express
LUBBOCK

Ueve

3:10

U.

P, U.

CUT-OK- F

No. 021 South from East Arrive 1:16 A. If.
No. 022 Texu Dully
Lava 7:88 A. II.

TOP A- T-

The Antlers Hotel

Cold Drinks,
The Best Hotel in the City.
Ice Cream,
Good Meals,
Fresh Fruits, Good Rooms,
Prices
Reasonable.
Choice Candies
Main St.

W. A. Gillenwater The Curren Agency

phone

West Grand Ave.

162.

TRAINS

LAWYER

Mrs. M. Lyons, Prop.

0

'

EAST BOUND
Arrive
No. M Ch!co Flyer

-S-

MOUNTAIN TIME
WEST BOUND
No. 21 The Mluionary Arrive 7:88 A. M.
LasveSKMA. M.
No. 117 From K. C.
Arrive 1:10 A. M.

Insurance, Real Estate
and Rentals.

Will Practice in All Courts.

No. 987

Office Cor. Main St., Grand Ave

Phone

Phone 215.

Antlers Bldg.

120.

NORTH BOUND
No. 888 Prom Fecue V. Arrive 1:30 A. M.

Phone 32.

I'

rC.V

SOUTH BOUND
P. V. Expreae
Imvi 8:10 A. M.
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Contests, Proofs and Appeals
given prompt and careful attention.
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Do You Want

E. B. EASTHAM

Home?

STAPLE AND FANCY
West Grand Ave.

a

Get Ready for the 1916 Cam
paign by Subscribing for

The Clovis News
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.;., .....

Oldest Established.
Largest Circulation.
Not owned by any ring or political organization.
$1.00 a year.
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Book end Job Printing
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All Building Material
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worked.
In his laboratory at
at Columbia university

n

Working from a theoretical standpoint, the expected
results were
mapped out and then the experiments
were tried under the chosen condl
tlons In order to either verify or dls
prove the prognostications.
Using this
general method of procedure, the research was carried on and the discovery made of the conditions necessary
to produce larger yields of gasoline
from petroleum. Later were found the
conditions necessary for the production of toluol and benzol from petroleum.
The consumption of gasoline by automobiles, motor cycles, aeroplanes,
motor boats, and the various types of
Internal combustion engines used for
power has increased enormously In the
last few years. The Increase in the
number of motor vehicles shows this,
for, arcording to the best estimates,
there were, In 1910, 350,000 such vehicles; in 1912 there were 990,000,
while at the present time the number
lias reached 1,500,000. Upon the assumption that each motor vehicle uses
ten bnrrels of gasoline per year, the
demand from this source alone would
be 15,000,000 barrels of 42 gallons each.
The gasoline exported and that used
for other purposes makes our annual
consumption reach a total of about
25.000,00(1
gallons, which Is the present production.
The supply has not been Increasing
as fast as the demand, however, and
eveu now It would be Inadequate were
It not for the fact that in the last three
years many new processes have been
patented for increasing most of the
production. These have had no commercial value, however, except one,
the Mutton process, which Is controlled by the Standard Oil company.
The situation which developed when
this process was brought out three
years uk was an Interesting one. The
supply of gasoline was so nearly exceeded by the demand that the situation was very critical and the price
was high. There was a real "gasoline
problem."
It seemed impossible to
meet the increasing demand with an
adequate supply.
Itenzol was also put forward as a
H was found possible to
substitute.
use this material for motor vehicles
in Kurope to a certain extent by employing ftK'tlal carburetors, although
It was not entirely satisfactory.
After all, nothing was really able to
take the place of gusollne In being entirely satisfactory, nor was there an
adequate supply of any other material.
It was at this time that the Standard
Oil company solved the "gasoline
problem" by utilizing the Hurton process, which gave prospect of an abundance of Easollne for some years at
least,
However, the Independent
refiners, who were prevented by the
patents trom using this superior method of distilling their crude oil, could
not materially increase their output
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The Colorado Cartercar Co.
1636 Broadway
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President Wilson, Believing
rs

ASHIVCJTON.
he Is not so

&

Or COLMOM UtJlZASry

ears.

Not long ago the president was
called upon to comment on the report
current and printed that some person
authorized by him was circulating
document in Wall street signed by bis
name urging big business to get to
gether to help business. "Was the
president really back of the document?" he was asked. "Oh, rats," was bis
sententious reply.
Now, in cold type It looks as If the president was not observing the oresi
dential proprieties in dignity. Hut the president conducts-- , himself ever in
such a manner that his dignity is never in question. There Is a wonderful
graclousness of manner In him and an ever prevailing smile on bis face and
a merry twinkle in his eyes, so as to pass as natural and consonant with the
utmost requirements of the dignity of bis station whatever he utters, though
couched in language which on other Hps would be called vulgar.
These sallies and departures of the president are sure to be followed by
hearty laugh, which it was intended they should occasion. In short, the
president will laugh a question or a proposal out of court. A good story, of
which the president has a great store, or a sharp word Id slang Is the Instru
mentality used.

Searches the

and It is In this connec
tlon that Doctor Rlttman's discovery
will be of such great benefit. Not only
will It be available to the Standard Oil
company, but It will be at the dis
posal of any reputable company in the
United States.
The patents, when they are Issued,
will be given absolutely to the people
of the United States, and measures
will be taken to Insure that the new
process will never be allowed to any
one to use as a monopoly.
The discovery as to gasoline is per
haps exceeded In Importance, however, by the discovery of the fact that
such products as toluol and benzol,
heretofore obtained from coal tar
alone, can now be made from
In normal times there is produced
an enormous quantity of benzol and
toluol In Germany, where, as in all
Europe, the coke is made In
ovens, and the tar and its associated
products saved. In the United States
only about 25 per cent of the coke is
made In such a way as to save the

Renzol and toluol are raw materials
manufacture of many medicines,
dyestuffg and explosives.
The fact
that the United States is apparently to
have a plentiful source of raw material for the muking of these will prob
ably be a stimulus to the building up
here of new industries. Up to the time
of the preseut war Americans pro
duced only a small fraction of the
actually used In American In- ustrles. The fact that since the out
break of the wnr the United States has
been unable to obtain an adequate
supply of dyes has had already an
fleet in causing effort to be made for
launching an industry for the production of dyestuffs.
The Kittmaii discoveries are also of
t lie utmost
importance as to explo
res, in case of a war In which the
United States would be shut off from
an outside supply of benzol and toluol,
would be ablb to produce for the
use of the army and navy from Its
large supplies of petroleum practically
any amount of these materials desired.
Many of our modern drugs and medi
cines are made directly or Indirectly
from benzol. Tho production of this
latter material at a cheap price would
be a great stimulus to the building up
of a large synthetic drug Industry In
this country. At the present time Germany has a monopoly In this business.
The man who has made these notable discoveries was born in
Ohio, December 2, I88:t.
In 190S he received a bachelor of
arts degree from Swarthmore college,
In Pennsylvania, and In 11)09 he received his master of arts degree from
the same place. During 19u9 he served
as chemist for the United Gas Improvement company of Philadelphia.
He served as lecturer and laboratory
Instructor in Swarthmore from 1909 to
1912, unci continued his studies In engineering, so that he was grunted a
degree of mechanical engineer in 1911.
While at Swarthmore, and especially
during the last three years, he was
engaged in professional chemical ongl-in the
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Daavar, Colorado

LIVE AGENTS WANTEdt

Home, 8weet Home.
Wife What, going out again to-night?
Husband Yes, dear. Going out occasionally, you know, heightens the
pleasure of staying home when on
gets the chance to.
Wife Hut you go out so often.
Husband Well, it's a pleasure that
really requires a great deal of height
enlng.
A GRATEFUL ACKNOWLEDGMENT.

Mr. F. C. Caso of Welcome Lake.
Pa., writes: "I suffered with BackMy head
ache and Kidney Trouble.
ached, my sleep was broken and un- refreshing. I felt
heavy and sleepy
after meals, waa
always
nerroui
and tired, had a
bitter taste In my
mouth, was dizzy,
e 'S.
nio noatinc
apocks before my
VjA
1
1.
OB,
.1 n.j
Mr. F. C. Case. thirsty,
had
a
dragging sensation across my loins,
difficulty In collecting my thoughts
and waa troubled
with shortness of breath. Dodda Kidney Pills
have cured me of these complaints.
Uncle Sam
World
New
Tou are at liberty to publish this letter for the benefit of any sufferer who
aouDts tne merit of Dodds Kidney
?ROM the office of Information of the department of agriculture cornea the PUls." .
announcement that a amoothstone peach has been brought
from China and Is to be used to Improve our commercial fruit of the same
Dodds Kidney PUls, BOo. per box at
family. We are told also that a beau- your dealer or Dedda Medicine Co,
flful Chinese quince1, "golden on one
Buffalo, N. T. Dodda Dyspepsia Tab
side and reddish on the other," Is do
lets for Indigestion hare been proved.
ing well In Its new American environ50o. per box. Adv.
ment, a condition of thriving and
promise, which Is also true of ChiTells What's the Matter With Him.
nese hazelnut bushes brought to
"Well, what Is the complalntf de
America, and which now are bearing
manded Squire Peacy, the
nuts that ought to make our inferior-Arkansas Justice of the peace, as
sized fruit crack for the very shame
there entered his office Constable
of Insignificance.
Slaokputter escorting a colored
There Is no Joke about these 'im
portations.
The bureau of plant In"De complaint, yo' honah
and
dustry of the United States government never make announcement of the t'anky for do 'terrygatlon " replied
addition of new fruits, plants and flowers to the American field until their the culprit, before the officer could
successful growth has been proved.
make answer, "am a posthumous
The government employs explorers to go Into lands new and old for tho creech in muh back, dat kotches me
purpose of finding valuable trees and plants which can be added to the
every time I tries to run.
native growths of the United States. The explorer must know his own Yaasah, If tt hadn't uh been
country well, for in his work of discovery he must bear in mind Just what
de cap'n, yub, wouldn't uh over
section of the homeland It Is which resembles the region in which his work took me In a munt o 8undays!"
being
is
done.
Kansas City Star.
These explorers are a hardy lot, and their work Is at times dangerous.
They delight In It, apparently, and always are ready to undertake Journey-lugQuite Correct.
into new fields, no matter how forbidden. Comparatively little Is known
"What reason have you for assert
of Uncle Sam's bureau of plant Industry.
Its work, however, Is apparent all lng
that Love Isn't blind T"
over the United States.
"Well, I've noticed that his blandest smiles are all for the prettiest

neerlng work, both In chemical and
mechanical lines.
In the fall of 1912 he came to Columbia university to do the work
which got for him, in June, 1914, the
degree of doctor of philosophy. The
research work for this degree was carried out In the industrial laboratories
of Ilavemeyer hall, Columbia, under
the direction of Prof. M. C. Whltaker.
The results of these Investigations
were published In the May and June,
1914, numbers of the Journal of Industrial and Engineering Chemistry, and
s
were upon the subject
In Carbureting Water Gas." In
this research work was laid the foundation for the work which led to bis
discoveries.
This piece of research
was so much praised that he was
asked to take a position with the United States bureau of mines at PittsAfter
burgh as chemical engineer.
accepting this position he continued
to study the problem of obtaining
larger yields of gasoline In the distillation of crude oil.
He found that at the laboratories
in Pittsburgh there was not the kind
of apparatus that was required for
the work which he had In mind. The
work which he had done in studying
the thermal reactions in the carburet
lng of water gas required a special
piece of apparatus, and this hud been
designed and built in the laboratories
in Ilavemeyer hall, so that it was desirable that in the continuance of bis
researches he be able to use this apparatus. Through the courtesy of the
university authorities he was able to
take up his investigation for the bu
reau of mines In one of the private
laboratories
of the department of
chemistry, where be could make use
of the apparatus which he had for
merly used as a graduate student.
While his experimental distillation
apparatus Is not large enough to be
called factory size, it Is much larger
than the ordinary laboratory size, and
in Crypt and Vaults Under
Capito
he was enabled to get results which
gave Indications that the process was
all kinds of treasures In the crypt and vaults under the capitol
feasible on a commercial scale.
TIIKRK are but
during the last few years many of them have been taken
Doctor Rlttman is modest in bis
claims and desires to have time to out In order to make space. Immediately under the centrul dome Is the large
crypt and vault, a subterranean mu
perfect his processes in larger site
seum of historical works of art. Tb
units before making any statements
llrst object of historical Interest ll
as to the cost of the production.
the tomb built for Washington, Imme
The apparatus which has been used
dlatoly under the centerstone of the
in all of the experimental work is pracfloor of the rotunda, which Is the ex.
tically the same as that used in the
act center of the building. It Is
research which won for him bis Ph. D,
small, square, vaultlike room, with
from Columbia university last June,
about two thirds or Its side wallt
The oil, which may be a crude oil, and
deeply recessed In arched alcoves, or
which by the ordinary process of dls
rather more like the recessed reliquary
tillution might yield no gasoline at all,
chambers In the tomb of Napoleon
is Introduced into the apparatus by a
This vault was built up In tin
feeding device which controls the rate musonry of the base walls of the building
and designed as a tomb for the
at which It Is led Into the furnace. Immortal Washington, but other Influences of a more
sentimental nature de
Ilesldcs crude oil It Is possible to use feated the object.
residues which remain from former
In an adjoining vaulted room the plaster cast of Cranford's "Goddess ol
distillations by the old process, and Liberty," from which Clarke Mills cast the bronze figure
that surmounts the
even the oils from the California oil dome of the capitol, was kept for years. In
another room are the plaster
fields, which yield practically no gaso- statues of Alexander Hamilton, Thomas H. Denton
and also a sitting figure
line. As the oil enters the top Of the ot Hamilton ny tne artist stone
It
comes in contact with a
furnace
In various portions of the crypt are paintings of large size In boxes
mais of hot steel balls which vapor waiting for their owners to claim them. Among them are the "First Ne
izes the oil. The furnace itself. Into braska Homestead,' by a lady who desired to present It to
the government;
which the oil vapor next passes, Is
Rescue or Grecly. by Operti, and "Farthest North," the subject of which
simply a piece of iron pipe heated by is two ot ureety s men taking observations.
an electric current which passes
through a coll of resistance wire sur
rounding the pipe but separated from
"Thermo-Reao-tion-

of gasoline,

Slang, Said "Rats"

blde-boun-
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Though the diction of President Wilson Is elegance Itself,
If
In his exactions of the refinements of It as to be
Intolerant to the lapses In style called slang. He frequently uses it with
grcut force and has apparently been
long a studont of It, and at a time,
too, when the classic shades of his
university surroundings should have
made the sound of it unusual to his
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"They're engagement rings!"
"Shouldn't he surprised." he replied.
Really There Was Nothing Else to It "Hut come on; we've seen them now,
you know."
When He Had Been Led to
"They're tho gorgeousest engageMake the Plunga.
ment rings." she sighed.
"The diaOf course, when she slipped !n monds look diamond-colorenow, but
front of the Jeweler's window he had when you put them on your finger
It would hardly have they turn a bright plik."
to stop, too.
"Peruke. I hardly believe that," be
been polite to walk on and leave her
rebuked.
there.
"They do! They do! Come and
"Oh. see the tray full of lovely diaI'll show you," and she dragged him
mond rings!" she crowed.
Into the shop and bad the Jeweler
"Yes," h admitted.
AND AFTER THAT, THE ALTAR
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epoch-makin-

he has an ex
perlmental apparatus which occupies
one end of a Btuall room and in which
he ran make experiments upon any oil
under any conditions he chooses. The
results are carefully tabulated and the
products produced are analyzed.
Be
fore carrying out these actual expert
merits, however, the problem was at
tacked from the purely theoretical
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Lane of the In
department recently
.iiiiii inicrd that Dr. Wulter
P. Iiittman, chemical engl
i.imt ol (lie bureau of mines,
4 ":ul iimde two chemical dla
T (ncrlos of
I importance. One, it was
iiiiiiouiued, will greatly in
crease Hi.. production of gasoline; the
announcement staled that the other
will make die I'ulted States Indepen
miit of toe rest of the world In the
production of materials necessary for
the dye Industry and the manufacture
f liiyh explosives.
These discoveries
wive the double lniKrtance of being
of the highest Interest scientifically
anu pruuiiDiy of the highest value com
merclally.
The old method of refining petro
leum was to heat up the material in
still uud condense the vapors coming
off.
(iasollue is all of the vapor
wnicti pauses off up to 150 degrees den
i his was a simple distlila
iiRrmle.
tlon process. The experimental work
of Doctor Iiittman has been done at
various ranges or pressure rrom up to
nearly GOO pounds per square Inch
down to partial vacuum ana at ranges
or temperature from 1,000 degrees cen.
tlgtade down to the lowest tempera
tare at wlilrh the apparatus could be

)
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What actually takes place In the
distillation process is no doubt a
breaking down of the larger and more
complex molecules of the oil used, Into
the gasoline molecule or the benzol
molecule as the case may be. This
process Is technically known as "cracking" the oil.
The foreign patents which Doctor
Rlttman is taking out will, of course,
be his own personal property.
The
entire rights of the American patents
i'.' be vested In the public, however,
and he will receive no compensation
except his salary.

Washington

the

Has a

Thousand-DolIar-a-Wee-

Hole

k

one does Justice to a visit to Washington who does not take a long look
the huge crater which Is the hole where once stood the famous Arllng
ton hotel. This was torn down four years ago to make room for a modern
hotel, to be up by the 1913 Inaugura- tl6n, but the hotel has gone no furth
er than down about forty feet Into
the ground. An Immense fortune has
been lost In the speculation so far.
While construction was begun, the
plans fell through, because the capital
required was not raised in toto.
Everything went under the creditors'
hammer a year ago, and what had
cost about 11,600,000 was sold for half
that sum. Another hotel project was
bring the rings In out of the window. started to include a theater and of-"Now slip one on my finger and we'll doe building, but It Is understood that everything is off asaln and the loss
see," she pouted, and held out th of more fortunes sroms In sight. Charles P. Taft, brother of former President
dangerous fingor of her left hand, and lart, naving lost about 1200,000. The hole Is so deen that nothln can be
with considerable curiosity he slipped done with it except to provide a foundation for a great structure, and as matters now stand the owners of tho hole pay 1,000 a week In Interest and taxes.
a ring on It.
"Jack!" she exclaimed. "This Is so it is tne costliest hole In Washington, and has become one of the sights ol
the city.
sudden!"
O this land formerly used to stand the home of Senator Charles Sum
"Ethol!" he cried.
Hard by is Lafayette square and near is the White
And, oblivious of the Jeweler, of ner of Massachusetts.
all else save love's young dream, they House. Two prominent clubs look right into the hole from their windows
Shored up are the grounds and the walls of a large private house, which
crashed into each other's arms.
used formerly to be the British embassy, in which Bulwer-Lyttowrote
As a matter of factTtbe chorus girl
n.ttj'u."
Is merely a matter of form.

flrls."
After the Meeting.
Orator's Wife Did the people

plaud

Orator (with bitterness) Applaud?
They made less noise than a rubber
heel In a foather bed!
Same Thing.
"Oh, dear! I must do something to
reduce my weight I weigh a hundred and sixty."
"Stripped?"
"Well, In my dancing frock."
Only a nonsalaried office Is
pelled to seek the man.

com-

After Winter
Wear and Tear
one requires a food in
Springtime that builds up
both brain and body.

Grape-Nut- s
FOOD

NO

o

ap-

T

made of wheat and malted
barley supplies in splendid balance, the elements
necessary for upbuilding
and keeping in repair the
brain, nerve and muscle
tissue.
has a rich
flavour always
fresh, crisp, sweet and
ready to eat direct from
package.
Grape-Nu- ts

nut-lik- e

Thousands have found

a wonderful
invigorator of both brain
and body.
Grape-Nut-s

"There's a Reason"
Sold by Grocers everywhere.
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DAIRY COW NEEDS REST FROM HER LABORS

L!oth3rs Know That
Genuine Castoria

ii riuni.i

earn rrurr
Awtfetabie Preparation for Assimilating ihcFoolandReula- nrrg mr stomachs and Bowels of

Promotes

Not N ah c otic

of

.

u

sr

8o apoke Jamea T. Lloyd, who for
20 years has represented the First
district of Missouri in congress, and
thereupon he announced that at the
end of bis term,- on March 4, 1917, be
would retire from political life. Tbe
atep waa entirely a voluntary one, aa
tbe fact that he received the biggest
majority of hie career at the last election will verify, and there are hints
that his admirers will Insist on putting him up for a higher position than
he bas held.
Although be la nearlng the three
core mark In age, Jamea Tllghman
Lloyd is vigorous and hearty and
looks forward with a keen kind of
Pleasure to his prospect of returning
a native of
to the walka of business life, as Is bl present Intention. He la
early
Shelbyvllle, and a graduate of Christian university at Canton. The
years of bla life were spent In teaching echool and In the practice of law.
1889 to 1893.
He waa prosecuting attorney of Lewis county from
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Thirty Years

Thi Centaur Company",
NEW YORK.
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Jeanne Perlchon, a blue-eyeyeara, has
girl of twenty-threthe distinction of being the only woman whom King Albert of Belgium has
decorated with the military order of
Leopold, and the medal was pinned
on her bosom for conspicuous bravery
which has seldom been equaled even
by members of the stronger sex.
Mile. Jeanne Is a Red Cross nurse
who has actually done work In the
trencbea at the front. She felt she
could accomplish more good there by
administering first aid to the wounded
than by almply doing her regular
in aome field hospital, and by
apeclal permission she waa permitted
to go with the surgeons to the battle
lines. She is in America aa the secretary of the Countess L. de Hemp-tlnnto aid In her appeal to Americans for help In rebuilding Belgium:
"Jeanne has seen actual fighting
in towns . that were sacked and fired,"
.i
..
nt
DIIW n.aa wv
.
tne CUUIlltfnB CAPIUIIIB. "Clin
Kort Waelhem Antwerp, during the alege, and for two weeks she lived with
down.
broke
the soldiers In the trenches east of Fumes, until her health
She was taken with fever and had to be carried off to London, from where
collecting
she accompanied me here because she thought she could help by
funds."
"Yes, I have seen the war at close quarters," Jeanne adds. "I have been
grazed by bulleta and shrapnel many tlmea, and I have Been bursting shells
to
fall in the midst of my aoldler comrades, tearing their poor bodies
shreds to release their heroic souls. I shall return to the front as soou as
e
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Stop That Backache!

my

A New Mexico Case
Mrs. Mary Mc-"w- n
Oorvey, JiH Moul- Ion Ave., Kuton, tlLLi
aays:
N. Mexico,
u,.(i

Imd

ahaDci

that I Imd to mil
out of bed onto
the floor and then
up.

'

There
steady,
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DOAN'SWlV
POSTEJUkULBURN

CO. BUfFALO. N. Y.

Make the Liver
Do its Duty
the liver
Nine times In ten when
Hffht the stomach and bowels are
CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS
gently but firmly com
pel a lazy uvcr
do its duty.
Cures Con
stipation, In
digestion,
Sirk

u
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After Eating.

Genuine

must bear

SMALL PILL. SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.
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SANDUSKY

IS PROUD OF HIM
Pr. Walter V. Rlttman of the
I'nlied States bureau of mines, who
has developed a process whereby
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toilet preparation of turrit.
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CURED WITHOUt KNirR
CATARACTS
OaVT
M. V., OCULIST,
W. II. MINHI.OW,
COLLINS. COLORADO.

Profitable Specimens of Dairy Cows.
(By M. COVERDELL.)

Moat farmers seem to breed the
cow with no concern as to her resourcefulness or enduring qualities.
She Is bred at an early age; bred
again Just as soon as she will come in
beat after her first calving; held right
to ber milk as nearly as possible to
tbe next calving time, and bandied
tbua until she is worn out, and no
longer useful.
anagement 'her unWith such
born calf will nave much of Ita sustenance taken from it on account of the
nourishment going toward keeping up
tbe cow, which results in a weakened
offspring, and tbla influence gradually
wields a most deteriorating effect on
the grade of the herd In general, since
each succeeding calf will be still more
undesirable than the one before It.
We bave seen cows whose nature
rebelled against such treatment, and
Invariably these animals positively refused to come In sufficient heat to be
gotten with calf. This shows, conclusively, that the cow requires and

tk
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deserves a short period of rest from,
ber labors every aeason.
We aim to give the cow about
three or four months' rest out of every season, feeding and caring for
her, with a view to Intensive dairying
the remainder ot the year. This not
only enablea the cow to do her best
while being milked, but yields us
greater returns for the time and labor
expended In handling ber, and ber
dairy products.
Of course the same rule will not apply to each individual member of the
herd, as some can be dried up wltb
very little effort, while aome will milk
right up to the time they drop their
calf.
In either case we discontinue feeding those rations which are conducive
to a profiiBo milk flow, for from two-tfour months before calving timer
and so far, we have always been successful In drying up any cow In time
to allow her a good rest before it waa
necessury to begin milking ber again.
Regularity In feeding Is Important

WORK AROUND FARM

WHITE GRUB A MOST

DURING THE SPRING

TANTALIZING PEST

Good Plan to Clip Work Horses-Cl- ean
Seed Before Planting
Cull Poultry Flock.

Preventing Its Depredations Other Than to Thwart
Its Propagation.

No Way of

Mighty good plan to clip the horsest
before the spring work begins but
not too soon.
Do not rush thu work In the gardens.
Time will be saved by waiting until
the ground gets warm, no matter what
the date may be.
Are you going to sow seed without
cleaning it, and then raise a big crop
of weeds? Buy, beg or borrow a fanning mill.
Never buy seed from a dealer in a
city, unless he is willing to
guarantee that it is pure. If he will
not guurantee bis seed, be sure it ie
wrong.
Getting seed corn from tbe crib In
the same old, huphazard way this
spring? Or, perhaps you are paying
fancy prices to dealers rather than
save your own seed? Either way la
bad business.
Do not let the trees from the nursery
lie In the wind a single hour without
rovcring with a wet gunny sack or
dump earth, The lutter Is bitter.
BeBt way is to have your iuirser
orders in lung before planting lime,
with Instructions to ship when you are
ready to receive them, and not a day
before.
old
Get rid of ail the
Remember that
hens and roosters.
any hen over two years old Is not
worth her keep.
It Is a pity to put sitting hens, or
hens with rhieks, into old,
houses, when a bit of burning sulphur, a spraying with kerosene and
soap, or a whitewashing will make the
premises sweet and clean. Going to
try it?
Rake every bit of rubbish from the
orchard, leaving not a thing under
rjhlch a bug may hide to hatch out
trouble later. Suppose it does take a
CAULIFLOWER NOT
few hours to do It how can we employ tbe time to better advantage?
HARD TO MANAGE If the garden is plowed too early It
will be lumpy, and thing vegetable
will not do well on lumps. Harrow and
Rich Earth and Abundance of disl, and then again, and once more.
until the ground to the depth of six
Moisture Are Two Most Iminches is fine and fluffy.
(By M. N. E1KJEUTON.)

In connection with the work of growing strawberries the white grub is a
most tantalizing opposing torce.
of the manner In which it works
there is no way of preventing it depredations, other than by preventing Its
propagation.
Land In sod Is the favorite place of
thf se grubs, hence It is good policy to
fallow such luud two seuBons prior to
setting to strawberries. This is the
only way to clean them out effectually.
Aa it la not good for land to lie Idle
and bare for such a length of time, it
la best to grow some sort of hoed crop.
Corn is preferable to potatoes, because
the grub seems to thrive on a potato
diet, feeding as tt does on the tubers.
The practice of growing corn after
sod and following with peas is a good
one. Thorough cultivation of the corn
row kills the grans roots, and the pea
crop enrlchna the soil, both in humus
and plunt food.
But even when all due precautions
have been taken, the grub often re
mains, although in greatly reduced
numbers. Its presence may be detect
ed by the behavior of the plunt at
tacked. When a plant fulls to keep
up with its fellows in growth and
vigor one may be sure there is trouble
somewhere, and many times one of
these grubs will be found at the base
of the plunt, feeding on ita roots.
As this Is the only portion of the
plunt attacked by the grub the plants
cannot be protected by the use of poisons. H Is not often thut the plant
attacked can be saved, but the killing
of the grub will save other plants, as a
grub goes from one plunt to another,
destroying a dozen or more it unchecked.

much of the waste In deriving gaso
line from crude oil may be eliminated,
and another for the extraction of
toluld and benzol, used to make
and explosives, also from crude
Dampness caused by a woman's
oil, went home to visit his parents In
tears Is alwaya oppressive.
Sandusky, O., and received an ovation
from his admiring fellow townsmen.
A FOOD DRINK
In Sandusky Doctor Rlttman is looked
Which, Brings Daily Enjoyment
on as a second Thomas A. Edison.
As a youngster no one ever
writea;
A lady doctor
thought
that the Rlttman kid," as
my
own
"Though busy hourly with
was known, would
Rlttman
Doctor
affairs, 1 will not deny myself the
He Indicated
much.
to
mount
r
ever
pleasure of taking a few minutes to
a marked preference for play as a
tell of the enjoyment obtained dally
schoolboy. In 1905 Rittman left the
from my morning cup of Postum. It
high school, saying he waa "tired ot
la a food beverage, not a stimulant
going to school," and the next heard
coffee.
like
of him be waa a stenographer for a
ago;
8
years
"I began to use Postum
manufacturing company in Cleveland.
not because I wanted to, but because
He bad attained some fame as a footmy
coffee, which I dearly loved, made
ball player, and a wealthy Phlladel- nlghta long, weary periods to be dreadcollege, agreeing to pay all of his
Swarthmore
to
enter
portant Factors.
him
pliian
Induced
ed and unfitting me for bualneaa durexpenses, in order that Swarthmore might have ths bene It of hla prowess
ing tbe day.
Rlttman enrolled aa a student at Swarthmore, taking up
Many consider the culture of cauli"On advice of a friend, I first tried aa a grldlroner.
He made the football team without any trouble, and In 1906 flower the same as cabbage. In many
chemlBtry.
sugcarefully
as
making
It
Postum,
won Its first and only game over Pennsylvania.
respects it is similar, but It differs in
gested on the package. As I had al- Swarthmore
a number of ways.
I
sugar,'
ways used 'cream and no
In many of the southern states the
mixed my Postum so. It looked good,
cauliflower plants are set out in auwaa clear and fragrant, and It waa a
LEADER
CAVALRY
DARING
tumn and they live through the winpleasure to see the cream color it as
ter and head up quite early In the
my Kentucky friend alwaya wanted
In the central or northern
spring.
cavalry
aaddle.'
daring
new
most
a
look,
to
coffee
of
the
One
like
her
the country the plants are
of
portion
gone
I
bad
of
critically,
the
western
for
It
I
taated
"Then
leaders in the
spring, and kept in
early
In
giown
11.
I
H.
E.
coffee.
Gen.
for
many
European war Is Lieut.
'substitutes'
tried
hotbeds of only moderate heat, or in
waa pleased, yes, satisfied with my Allen by, who since the content began
cold frames, and In either case shottld
Postum In taste and effect, and am yet, has been promoted from major genbe given plenty of room and a free
being a constant user of It all these eral and is now In command of an
circulation of air to provent the plants
army corps.
In several dispatches
years.
being too spindling or tender. For late
"I continually assure my friends and Sir John French has taken occasion
or autumn cauliflower, the seed may
acquaintances that they will like Pos- to comment on the skill with which
be aown in May or early June.
tum In place of coffee, and receive Allenby has turned to the best acVery rich earth and abundance of
gained
in
qualities
have
good
I
inherent
use.
Its
count
benefit from
the
are the two most Important
moisture
command,
the
not
nerv
am
troops
his
sleep
and
weight, can
u.ider
the
factors in the culture of cauliflower.
energy and bravery with which he
ous."
Close proximity to lakes, streams or
Name given by Postum Co., Battle bas carried out reconnotssanees in
the sea helps to insure a good crop,
the face cT great opposition, gaining
Creek. Mich. Read "The Road to
ts the dews are so much heavier.
in pkgs.
valuable Information and holding in
check atrong forces of the enemy.
Postum comes In two forms:
important to Feed Acres.
must be well
General Allenby commenced hla
Regular Postum
Is Just as Important to feed the
It
Innlsklll-InSo
packages.
2
with
career
military
the
and
15o
boiled.
acres as it is to feed the stock. You
dragoons, and with this regiInstant Postum Is a soluble powcan hardly expect land to yield a rich
llechuaxia-lanquickly
dissolves
with
teaspoonful
served
the
ment be
der. A
crop unless you give tt something
He waa promoted
expedition.
In a cup of hot water, and with cream
from which to raise the crop, and
dragoons, In
and sugar makes a delicious beverage adjutant, Inniskilllng
you can hardly expect stock to make
1889 a position which he held four
Instantly. 30o and 60c tlna.
milk or eggs unless you give them
He served throughout the
Both kinds are equally delicious and years.
something from which to build these
cost per cup about the same.
South African campaign, commanding tb. Fourth cavalry brigade, waa twice
products.
sutioued la dispatches, and received tbe Companionship ot the Ruth.
"There's a Reason" for Postum.
old by Grocers.
dye-stuff- s

myself
PfcV'lVv8.
u AlK
was
e
dull
ovrr my kldn.ys.
along with knife- - '-gMy
like twinges.
rret anil unKin
were swollen and I was all run down.
Dean's Kidney 1'llla restored me to
good health and I haven't suffered to
any extent since."
Bos
Cat Deea'e al Any Sura. I0
help

.o

health permits."

Hsd Soma Training.
Rlllv Moonev. after running a bar
ber shon In Cenlervllle for two or
three years, decided to become a den
tist Ills Uncle SI, upon hearing of
over.
"Yes Hilly." said be. "dentistry la
about the easiest new Job you could
tackle. You know bow to work the
chair already, so the rest ought to
come easy enough."

lame when you awake. 1'aina pierce you
when you liend or lift. It's hard to rent
and neat dny it's the same old atory.
I'ain in the hack is nnture's warning of
kidney ilia. Neglect may pave the way
to dropnv, gravel, or other serious kidney aickneM. Don't delay begin umng
Doan's Kidney Pills the remedy that
has been curing backache and kidney
trouble for over fifty years.

d

Mile.

-

There's nothing more discouraging
than a contnt backache. You are

I

DECORATED BY KING ALBERT

The Cats.
"COUNT" TOO ABSENT MINDED
"Our telephone girl tells me ibe
bat broken ber engagement."
Princlpsl Reason Why One Interna
"Ah; a ease with ber of ring off."
tional Marriage Was Permanently Called Off.
TOUCHES OF ECZEMA
Henry P. Davison of the Morgan
At One Relieved by Cutlcura Quite banking firm was talking about Inter
national marriages:
Easily. Trial Free.
"Well." he said. "I know of one Inmarriage that failed,
ternatlonal
purify,
and
Soap
cleanse
the
to
The
Ointment to soothe and beal. Nothing thank goodness, to come off. Tbe girl
was the daughter of a Paint Rock
better than these fragrant
emollients for all troubles af- millionaire. Tbe man wss a count, a
fecting tbe akin, scalp, hair and banda. Spanish count.
"The count was absent minded.
Tbey mean a clear akin, clean scalp,
Ttwit waa his undoing. Tbe girl's
good balr and soft, white bands.
Bample each free by mall with Book. father gave a dinner for him In tbe
Address postcard, Cutlcura, Dept. XY, Paint Mock castle overlooking Paint
Rock, and at the dinner's end tbe
Adv.
Boston. Bold everywhere.
count got up to light a cigarette, and
to remove the
Marriage Is the monotony that re- then, by Jove, started
plates.
life.
of
excitement
lives the
"The meets watched him In an
silence. Ills napkin
you
day.
when
That's
8mile on wh
ue
Hag Illue. Clothes whiter than slung over his arm, he had got nearly
Red fro
now. All grocers. Adv.
all the plates removed when his millionaire host said to him gently:
When she reads a historical novel
"'Wake up, Oeorge. You're not
she skips the historic part.
waiting In the beanery now, you
know. You're pretending you're a
count In Paint Rock. Wake up, man,
for gracious sake!' "
super-cream-

Or!
M

A perfect Remedy forConstlp
lion . nur wmacji. uiarniuca

Worms iConvulsions.Feverisn- ness and LOSS OF &LECP.

1

"I have never had a areat deal of
personal ambition except perhaps my
desire to make the best I could out
of public life, and to retire while the
tide of my popularity In my district
waa at Its height I am gratifying
that ambition now."

Dige.Hon,C(verful-iwndR?-

l Ma
at it.

fcr

QUITS WHILE STILL POPULAR

SfF

Boars the

Contains neither
Opium.Morphine nor Mineral

mA

Q)

!

For Infanta and Children.
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far-awa-

fuzzy-wuzz-

louse-ridde-

n
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RIDDING POULTRY
OF LICE IS URGED
Chickens Enjoy Nature's Way by
Dusting in Light, Dry Earth
Best Dust Baths.
Nature's way of ridding poultry of
lice Is a frequent dusting ot light, dry
earth. Chickens seem to enjoy nothing
and certainly nothing does
them more good.
Birds are sometlmea yarded on the
farm to prevent their getting Into the
garden, but wherever they are they
should be provided with some sort of
a duBt bath.
In the summer the best dust baths
are nio.Je by spading places in the
yard, each about a yard square and
ten inches deep. If there are any
stones in the dirt. It should be sifted.
Care must be taken to have the dirt
fine and free from pebbles, or tbe
hens wtlr not use it. Make the place
where the sun can shine on it, so aa
to keep the dirt dry, and after every
rain the dirt should be turned dver
with a spade or fork.
, ,
If they can bave such a place to
dust themselves, the fowls wilf easily
keep their bodies freer from- - llceV

.ti;l
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Local and Personal

MY SHEPHERD"
See Whiting's ad in this issue.
T. J. Lovelady, of near Texi-co- ,
was in Clovis Saturday.

I'Mlm IS.

Lawrence was in from

S L.

Wtr H

his farm Saturday.
M.

My 8oul

T. Anderson was in town

"Jehmak U my

Saturday.
Adam Front was up from

Por-lal-

0

es

IV. L. Byrne was in from his
fai ni near Claud, Saturday.
Mr. Reed, who has a farm
near Havener, was in town Sat-

Wilson Davis and son, who e
north of Texico, were in the
city on business Saturday.
re-sid-

would bo the

we

day.
R. C. Edgell and Mr. Burdlck,
of Melrose, were Clovis. visitors,
A.H. K. Co.. 191!

Saturday.

W. P. Anderson was in from
his ranch north of Clovis Saturday.

J. D. Hamlin, wife arid party
of friends were over from Far-Friday,

1

Misses Susie and Do&ie Jones,
of Claud, were in town Friday.
Mrs. J. Cofer and daughter,
who have a claim near Havener,
were in Clovis Saturday.

Whitings
bargains.

is

in the lead for

1 want to rent one,
and buy
one second hand piano.
I t
D. N. Croft.
F. N. Davis, of Manguni,
Oklahoma, returned this week
and went out to his farm southwest of Clovis.

no other season of the year is scientific tailoring put to so
strong a test as with Spring and Summer clothes. If your
cold weather clothes are not warm enough you put on a heavy
overcoat.
But when the warmer days are here, and the overcoat is discarded,
you look for lighter weight clothes and the lighter they are, the
greater your comfort.
But and here is where the test comes: partly lined or totally
clothes are the greatest tax upon tailoring skill.
To hold their shape, such clothes must be of pure wool,
d
in the vital parts, and skillfully put together with brains as
well as thread and needle.
And last, but not least, the cloth must be shrunk "to the limit."

AT

un-lin-

hand-tailore-

J. A. Latta returned last week
from the east, where he was
called on account of the death of
his father.
Mr. Clary, of Atchison, Kan.,
has accepted a position as book
keeper at Barry's Hardware
store.
E. M. Chapman, the dentist
returned from Siloam Springs,
Arkansas, last week, where he
visited his father.

Fine Line Ginghams.
J. Rodes
A. W. Smith,

ed

enter the

hi (tier

heepfold. Once "Hi f.rrf U MM
NiArd."
bavins entered, we
thereafter hare God's Meawige, saying
All tbluK
are yours: fur ye are
Christ's, and Christ la Ood's."
All Wants Abundantly Supplied.
The Lord's sheep are New Creatures,
spirit Mug, temporarily dwelling lu
the OfBh, hut watting for their change,
to be completed lu the l'hsi IteNiirreo-tlou- .
The Lord's blessings to Natural
laruel worn earthly; HI blessing to
Spiritual Israel are plrltunl favor.
No good thing will He withhold" fmui
these yea. even chastisement and nr
rowful experience necessary for splr
ituul developineiil.
As the Lord' sheep we shall be pro
vided with green pastures and cool, rerrelilug water. Moreover, we shnll
have the pence of God, at lniiled In
t lie suggestion that the slurp He down
In' the green pasture. Hut alas! Soim
Nheep wander olT, goat like, lulo I lie dew
eft, attempting In fii'd Ihciuvclvc
tin- - Indiucstilile lliiiii-'of lliirt life, on
which no spiritual nature can thrive.
Vet even such stiiiylnu sheep tin
Shepherd will not leave, lint Keen nftei
He heal ofT the
them. With Hi
wolve: mid wltb Hi hi a IT He cure
fully assists the entangled sheep mil
from umntigst the cure of this life, tin
dcivl! fulness of rlcheM and Hie beset
uientN of Hin and Satan. Many of tin
Lord' lloc-- llius can slnif. "lie reatnr- uppre- th my soul" brings me
claie how much better Hlx provlHion
Ilia ii anything I could provlile.
Th Valley of Oaath' Shadow.
Only Adam wan ever mi the moun
tain top of life, lie loNt hi fooling
there, and ; laduall.v def ended into
thl great VaMey of tin' Shadow of
lMMitli.
Here ail his children were
Imrii. We ere dying dully, Niirrnundeil
I'm In'.New May
iii d.untf eiiinlilioiix
'I lien Hie whole
iiIhiim In d.iun
u
liemii o I'liiri.i' liniil I III
Valley of liealli h Slnnli'tv. for u thou-nnyeniH lliey will lie rllni to the
iieikililN
of human ni Iciliiii from
liii It the I'lutit
wliich Adiilu fell, and !
to return In sei'im d liy .Iimm' ileal Ii.
Tim I.niil's ieople liave an expeclnlly
prepared lul'le, w here iln .v may
even In the preneine of I heir
How true It - Hint
misunderstood, mini'cprcciited,
defamed mid opiHiHed, Cod' coiixecrnt-eMiiple are till privileued to fenHt
on the I 'i vine promixcN, nHHiinincc of
favor, etc.!
Another evidence that 'lid Psalm
CHH"i'lnlly to the Church I the
statement, "Thou anoinlest my Head
with oil." The holy nunlullng nil ued
on Israel
prlel and king typltled
(lie Holy Spirit, which iiiine uHin the
Chnr. Ii reprexeiita
lively In Jeu and
don-over
lint
all the lueiiilier of
-

t5

rd

litii-k'l-

I

I

,

are absolutely pure wool, London shrunk by

cold-wat- er

process

the only efficient method.

$15, $20, and $25.
,

"Look for the Guarantee and Price Ticket on the Sleeve"

A.

who resides four
north, was in town the
first of the week receiving treatment for rheumatism.
G. B. Coffin, of Grady, was in
town last week.
Mr. Coffin
formerly conducted a laundry
sere.
Mike Kelly expects to leave in
a short time for Topeka for the
purpose of undergoing an X Ray
treatment for his neck.
G. Ii. Creekmore, a former
resident of Curry County, returned from Jellies, Tenn., to
his farm near Clovis, last week.
Mrs. Clifford Griffith returned
from Georgia Saturday.
Mr.
and Mrs. Griffith have rented
apartments in the Owen building.
Mr. and Mrs. S. J. Boy kin returned Saturday from Erath
County, Texas, where Mrs. Boy-ki- n
has been visiting relatives
after a few weeks at Mineral
Wells, Texas. She is much improved in health.
miles

rs,

Lord's sheep must
Coveluuke thl
nant of Sacrifice
(I'salm 50:n). Only
through Christ can

was
in Clevis on a business mission
Saturday.
Wm. and S. M. Pipkin, of
near Claud, were in town Satur
Li rod, 01 Muiesnoe,

up-to-da-

.

Covo-uau-

Iron Clad Hosiery, the very
best. A. J. Rodes.

A. J. Rodes.

13.

lm

d

Monday.

Many kinds of

Bhtphri4."-Pia-

Me.

--

VY. J. Curren made a flying
trip to Fort Sumner, Wednesday
returning Thursday.
Prof. L. C. Mersfelder made a
business trip to Muleshoe, Texas,

Dress Goods.

Ldth

d

urday.

Dan Smith an1 son, Arthur,
were In town FrMuy, from Mule-- .
hoe, Texas.

IS.

XLY God'a people, lu t covenpU
....
..
i ...
i.i. nun,
remuouanip wuu
appreciate I 111
pruM-rlmid uppiy It gracious aeuU- The Psalmist
men I to themselves.
Llavld could do thin, because be belong-eto the. favored nation taken into
oveuuut relationship with Uod at
Mount Blnal. Of thoao Jew who did
their bet to keep the Law, David evidently whs one; for the Lord declared
blm "a lunu after His own heart"
When David made failure, he ooufeaa-ethem, repented, received bl punishment and rejoiced In restoration to 1M
vine favor. striving thereafter the more
to maintain hi fellowship with Uod.
Jeaui aud Ilia Church, however, are
more particularly the sheep of Jeho-rah'flock than were the Jewa; for the
relationship of the Jew wo through
Mono, while that
of the Church I
IbrouKh Christ aud
t
the suterior
centered In
Mm. Whoever

Saturday.

jess

April

Htanly

Shopnerd's Int.r.st In
Hi
Flock Hit Bhp Shall Net
Rett H.
Laok He Giv.t Them
Them
Fcada Thorn He Rfroh
of Lif H
With th

Th

f

"

D. J. Smith, of near Eland,
was in the city Saturday.

Mill.

i

1 tr

---

Visit Whiting's Variety Store.
C. B. Clegg, civil engineer,
L. W. Locker took a crowd of was in from his ranch near
J. W. Cox, of Grady, was in Clovisites to Hereford on a fish- House.
Clovis on a business mission, ing expedition Monday.
M. R. Smith,
of Muleshoe,
Saturday.
Texas,
Tuesday,
in
Clovis
was
Rev. J. H. Messer went to
Miss Jewel Bayless returned Texico, Wednesday t o attend coming up in his FORD car.
home Thursday from a trip to District Conference.
Paul Coldren, of Muleshoe,
Herefore.
Texas, was here on business
Watch for our line of Chil- Tuesday, coming up in his car.
Born: To Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Hartshorn, a fine girl on May 1. dren's Dresses and Hats. A.
Shoes! Shoes! Shoes! for all
J. Rodes.
Weight 9 lbs.
family. A. J. Rodes.
the
Mrs. Carter, of Portales, who
Mr. and Mrs. Warren left
Sudan Grass Seed 15 cents a
Saturday for their future home has been visiting her daughter,
Mrs. E. H. Robinson, left for pound. Clovis Feed Store. J. A.
in Atchison, Kansas.
McFarlin Proprietor.
tf.
Plumbing, Repair prompt and her home Thursday.
satisfactory. Phone 72.
M. E. Weis and J. M. Varner,
Earl Bayles, o f Muleshoe,
who have good farms northwest Texas, spent several days with
of Clovis, were in after supplies his relatives in this city, returnM
ntmi
rill
Saturday.
ing to Muleshoe, Monday.

pur-tak-

even-whe-

ihrl.f1:1:1.

Hody.-I'Mul-

mm

m

"My cup runneth
over." In Scripture
the word cup repre
n draft, someTom Cox, o f Texola,
Keiit
was
times sweet, some
prospecting in this section of the
times I'lller, some
country, the first of the week
limes I. nth. Tbr,
rht rmlmi.!.
Lonl n Cup algnk
Mrs. Heck, of Portales. re- Ilea bitter experiences in lie present
turned to her home Thursday, time. Jetius xaiii, "The Cup wldeh My
I'atlier halli poured, kIiii II I not drink
after a week's visit with Mrs. T. It?"
Thl Cup He nlTcrcd to III dls
L. Spears.
elplet; ami in
kiicIi, we pro- synilinllcnl
Bhnre
to
hish
with
It
in.
Heifers and cows with large ly
represented In the Coiuiuunlon 'up.
calf crow for sale to suit the It I Hweet lo purticlpale in I lie Mif
buyer, see us if you need any- feriug of Christ, In any saciillrF or
scr vices for Him and His Cause, nut
thing.
He promise that the Cup of new wine
Dunn and Harrison,
In the Kingdom shall more than com
Farwell, Texas. pensate for any bitterness of t lie pre
ent time, our Cup l full, but wt
Hoes, Rakes and garden tools. would not wish It one drop less.
How precious the thought that Gist'
Phone 72. We deliver.
goodness and mercy follow all who are
truly HI lu Christ!
At our Lord's
Second 'Coming, with their glorlou
change these (hall enter the Father's
Hmsk on the spirit plane the ever
featlng portion of God elect Cburcb

Mm
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